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Introduction 
Right to Life and to be in life, Right to Live, concepts must be evaluated from ethical 

considerations, thus, at such principles, the discussions are below.  

The subjects be under such headings. 

A) Interest, attention, relevance, bearing on grounded on love.  Medicine is under the 

humanistic perspectives so love to human is the Fundemantal aspect. People is also a 

representative of a Human being, so be in humanity.  

B) Knowledge be upon science. Information be at active benefit, keeping from harm, 

compulsory at medicine for science conception. Advice, guiding and be indicating as 

consultant is differs with responsibility. Not be together science fiction, phantasies or 

believes or so on. Evidence be on truth, not on liar or faults. Rejection is the righteous 

act as physician and even the patient if not be valuable to them.  

C) Each person is unique and special. Medical application is upon the individual 

acceptance. So, following is essential at intensive care unit, as near life preterm infants. 

Not considered as a number at statistics, because they are a human.   

D) Ethics be the principles of actions. Primum non nocere is the first code.  
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E) Education at the medicine is lifelong, each preterm is an educator. Profession is 

essential, as Neonatology. First confrontation as question, then recent reference 

searching, decision a verdict, thus, be differentiated according the reactions. Each 

decision be an innovation to be suitable at the patient.  

F) Physicians are at legal concept and they are advocate of a preterm infant. Medica 

treatment is a duty and action of certified and educated team. Be away of crime and if 

any estimations be pass judgment to legal perspective.  

Concepts 
1) Love to Creation. Humanity is structured on love, thus, not any pressure or cruelty, 

be with love, not be acceptable.  

For medical procedures informed consent is essential, but, at the Right to Life and only be 

informed the family, not required any consent by law, if not be considering as crime.  

Eugenics is aiming perfect gene clone at Human being, thus creation is continuously changing, 

altering at every new generation, so, elimination cannot be a solving, thus, what is perfect is the 

question, the body, the soul, believe, social or others, so, this is a kind of suicide starting from 

400BC, up to now, as a result, inhuman and illegal. Thus, love to everyone, love to the creation, 

love every created one. Eugenic, is humanity crime, hatred crime, intended to kill a person as 

accusation.  

Malformation is the evidence of creation, thus, be as scientific case, the child/people of the 

common. In experimental laboratories, cutting the frog, before and over eye be representative 

to the action, function of a brain. As Perinatal steroids treatment is by examining the 

anencephalic infants, with high maturated lungs and hyperplasia upper kidney tissue. So, giving 

steroid at the pregnancy, at near life preterm infants, leads increase the adaptation.  

If be an example; oxygen is given to near life preterm infants not freely, by controlled and 

balancing the physiological needs, so from 1976, not accused as a reason of Preterm Retinopaty, 

so, controlling the eye, as minimal problems are encountered. So, not let them to die, Eutenasia.  

• If the medicine on a person by humanistic act, so, be grounding on love and humanity.  

• At Turkish Deontological Codes, “the main duty of a physician is; for human health and 

life and also the humanity of personality, with care and respect “is indicated as aiming 

aspect.  

• To take care of the near life preterm infants, as a physician is a creation of value of humanity 

and thus, if be in life, let the humanity be on act.  

• The aspect for being on humanity is within love, the conception of being by marriage, 

meaning of unification with love, born and breastfeeding as mother’s love. At the 

Neonatology Intensive Care Unit, the medical approach be leading with love, such moths 

for care and treatment, thus only be on positive, for benefit of the tiny preterm infant. If the 

love is not be at the behaviour, then not be a physician.  

• The theme at the growth and development of the babies, to children and be an adult, be love 

and respect as a human being.  

• To be in love, leading to respect, thus be serve and care, at the life, and all other 

requirements.  

• At the first Article indications of the Human Rights Declaration; “All human beings are 

born free and equal in dignity and rights. They are endowed with reason and conscience 

and should act towards one another in a spirit of brotherhood.”, thus must be based on love 

with respect.  

• Thus, at near life preterm infants, be care and serve, be required with perseverance and 

patience, grounding on love, loving of human being.  
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• Human Rights Declaration, at the Preamble, is also indicated as; “Whereas recognition of 

the inherent dignity and of the equal and inalienable rights of all members of the human 

family is the foundation of freedom, justice and peace in the world ” with rather direct 

indication, at Article 3, “Everyone has the right to life, liberty and security of person” is 

quite obvious.  

• The physician, even at the critically at life situation preterm infants, for supporting their 

right to life and on healthy and be security of person, for being a human being value, with 

love, for humankind indications.  

• At the evaluation of the preterm infant health status, the right to life is utmost, so, the 

medical problems be taken to treat and become healthy, not be avoiding for.  

• The medical attitude to the preterm infants, grounding on love at humanity be whether 

positive as an example, negative for avoiding, be taken place as medical literature.  

2) A human being is a member of a humanity.  

One condition to a person, even a single case, person, be related to all human being, 

connection and coordination with all the community as the rights of a preterm infants. 

Prematurity is the problem of the World. 

At the Convention on the Rights of the Child, at the Article 6, “every child has the inherent right 

to life“ and “shall ensure to the maximum extent possible the survival and development of the 

child”. That confirms, this is an obligatory for medical staffs.  

• The main subject of duty of a medical staff is human being, and their health. From this 

perspective, the mission be on humankind, and all the medical ethical principles be about 

humanity.  

• Even a single case report, if published, be an example if positive, be an avoiding one if 

negative for the humanity. Thus, if it is fake as a vaccination to the autism children, thus 

indicated as vaccination makes autism, then, the medical professor was discharged from 

medicine.   

• The trouble of preterm infants will not be considered as the family problems; thus, they all 

are humanity dilemmas. Each of the preterm infants, being healthy, is a worth of a 

humankind.  

• The discussions, evaluations about the problems, the solutions, the accomplishment or 

futility at the conferences, for any help especially to near life preterm infants, universal 

contributions be for humanity and reducing morbidity and mortality.  

• Oppression even for feeding, thus performing gastrostomy, may be an historical event, thus, 

be more human, less stress confrontation, be tolerable methods, ways be search and be done.  

• Physician gives the medicine for a beneficence, for be improve, support of some facts, thus, 

if negative evidences be obtained, not be on the intention, be reciprocal or even cancelled 

the fact and be utilized it.  

• Birth is the beginning, death is the ending, thus, the life duration is not at our consideration, 

just at near live preterm infants, inherent right to life be at utmost reasoning and ensuring 

to the maximum extent possible the survival and development of the preterm is the fact, not 

the life span.  

• Feeding of near life preterm infant is one of most happiness moment, thus, urination even 

to your face, during the resuscitation, be a good event for a physician, indicating the kidney 

is working.  
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3) Knowledge is essential for true evaluation, thus, action grounding on decision be 

distinctive for the medical staff, under their responsibility.  

Knowledge is a source of the education, thus information getting form past making advices, 

guidelines, thus, a physician is free of medical act, because, their decision depending on the 

case evidences and receiving the results. Knowledge may be giving an information, not an 

order, the using of mind and getting the results, indicating the individual specifications, so, this 

is the leading factor to do.  

• When a knowledge is useful, have a benefit especially at the near life preterm infants, then 

the information is becoming the science aspect.  

• Medical data, from each case, particularly at the near life preterm infants, even the general 

information be available, thus, at the case, the special and sole factors be at some diverse 

standpoints.   

• In mathematics two plus two is four, thus in realty, the standard deviations high or low, so, 

be less or more than four, if multiply with zero, none is the result, so, in medicine two plus 

two may not be a meaning of four.  

• So thoughts as; economics, futile treatment, torture like medication, and so on, be reasoning 

for Eutenasia, thus, not any grounding facts, from legal, Human Rights and Ethical 

considerations, be against the Right to life, and ensuring the maximum extent possible the 

survival and development of the child. Leading to death is not an honorable act, be against 

the pain, balancing the physiological condition, by medications, not leading to suicide even 

giving advising is a crime.  

• Economy is not logic as cheapest, thus, being efficient, effective, eligibility and leading to 

happiness be the meaning, Right to life is most precious one.  

• Physicians be considering the medical research statistics, as a number, as a advice, thus not 

for evaluation and reasoning of ending life decision, even the near life preterm infants being 

healthy and be Right to Life is the only matter.  

• All the advices and ideas against the Right to life, even be a crime, and be away of such 

discussions, when some ideas in debate, recommending reading Human Rights and Child 

Rights and legal articles, so using their minds on humanity.   

• The indications as evidences, be according to ethical principles, right to life concept, even 

at the near life preterm infants, for healthy evaluations, by scientific medical benefit, be 

averting of harm and not be reasoning to damage.  

• Statistics are only a number as a result of an experiment, thus, a case, especially near life 

preterm infant, is a Human being, not a number, thus when effected means hundred percent.  

• A knowledge is a cumulation of scientific information, marks, thus a case is the reality of 

the evidences, the fact is true, thus, expression is unique, so, physicians be ready for several 

alternatives at the patient, even at the near life preterm infants.  

• Knowledge and science not same concept, thus, the Sun rise at East, thus each day at several 

different points, only at two days exact at East, indicating, the scientific effect be differs to 

each person.  

 

4) Information is a knowledge for leading what you want to identify, as an advice, 

guiding, thus for individual application the responsibility is at the medical doctor.  

The references be widely giving data, knowledge, some may be contrary to each other’s, thus 

the individual is not be considered as common, be specific and unique, therefore, be separated 

from common to exclusive one.  

• Knowledge is what we can confirmed, a case or all the Fundemantal, at the subject, educated 

or educatable aspects. Science is, from the creation, grounded on reality and truth, the 
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approach of the case, problems, reasonable and be certainty factor at medical application, 

treatment as individual responsibility. Therefore, medical staff be on medical science.  

• The facts that, science is the using of the knowledge for benefit, as humanity, as systematic 

knowledge shared.  

• The references is indicated, what they put in it, all are concept, and experimental indications, 

individual approach be for application, thus, at a person, be a scientific conception thus, at 

each person a special response be encountered 

• At the medical applications, the knowledge be for using, all the information given for the 

case, single person, by means of, for health protection, care and serve.  

 

5) Each case a representative of creation on science, thus, near life preterm infants, 

required to be survive on this natural science tissue system balancing.  

For clarification of scientific research, Experimental Phase studied be performed. They are: 0) 

Preclinical studies; application to test at animals, and also micro dose effects are discussed, 1) 

The pharmacokinetic studies; tolerance, biological activities, 2) Effective dose distribution; bio-

availability, security and optimum dose arrangements, 3) Volunteer studies; compared case and 

medicating analysis, 4) Clinical Studies; individual responses in cumulative form. All must be 

approved from attended Ethical Committee.  

The importance of the evidences as grouped: 1) Systematic collection, randomised clinical 

studies, 2a) Systematic gathering, with cohort using, 2b) Cohort revisions, be on randomised as 

80%, 3a) systematic collection, cases as grouping, 4) Case series, uncontrolled cohort or 

randomised clinical studies, 5) Expert opinion, criticizes valuation reports.  

First 5 steps at evidence-based medical applications: 1) Make questions, turning the problem to 

a question, 2)Searching the literature, about the question that is answered, 3) Critical appraisal 

of the medical reports, 4) Decision, the evidences under your hand, the proficiency and the 

section, the case specifications, 5) Verdict and evaluation during the process.  

For scientific evaluation and be on philosophy ask these questions (Wh…): Who, what, when, 

where, why. Thus the groundings be on science, if on science fiction, not be on reality.  

• Each medical application be as a result, be positive as an example, negative as a lesson to 

escape, be important, thus all be on educational, and at medical skill.  

• Profession is a increasing the ability with the knowledge, and the reasoning of scientific 

approach, as by examination and hard work, not for proud of, thus, for be serving, and 

knowing the preterm infant is the one, who teach us, the hints be from them.   

• Education is by demanding to educate, not be by force, so for be active on health, be 

perceive the scientific rights, and be first not cause any harm, primum non nocere.  

• The knowledge for application and be effective, by the case, preterm infant, thus, for 

resolving the problems, aiding, supporting them.  

• Each near life preterm infant, as a creation of biology, not complete maturation infant, be 

required utmost intensive care and attention for life.  

• Chance, lucky and gambling opportunity, as good blessing, not any connection with the 

mind and science, exceptional case, thus not bey work and any effort, as a result of 

evaluation. Thus, no physician be accepted and indicated such conclusion, rare and unusual 

facts as statistically be happened, not signifying as chance.   

• Near life preterm infant, after survive, not as only by mortality, also morbidity and the 

reasoning is mostly be measured at medical science.  

• Near life preterm infant, by the creational status, maturation, the developmental and 

requirement state is obviously, exactly required intensive care support.  

• The individual evidence, especially at near life preterm infants, be configurate from medical 

science, and be supported according to that perspective.  
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• Standard medical procedures cannot be taken in consideration, they look like similar, thus 

complete different at tissue systems.  

• Each near life preterm infant physiological aspect, tissue systems be differs, so, evaluating 

and be certain about them, for medical applications.  

• If you cannot be aware of the problems, the structure and physiology of near life preterm 

infant, not be helpful to them.  

• For protection, care and serve, fist you must be describe, make a question directly about the 

pathophysiological point, then the solution be assumed. By dreams not any solution be 

found.  

• First step construction and summaries as a question, identification of the problem, so, the 

solution be after the references, knowledge investigation, so all be appropriate to medical 

science.  

• To evaluate the evidences, not form one perspective, several tissue system consideration be 

helpful, thus, each be suitable to the creation thus, be supported them, at their actions  

• Accepting the evidence, is not indicating the number or the problem, thus be required, 

medical scientific reasoning and grounding, and the medical references about it, with free 

evaluation and free  

• When evaluating the evidences, not be as wright or wrong, or normal or pathological, 

confrontation from physiological and pathophysiological opening, perspective, 

configuration on the patient.  

• Physician is also a Human being, has desires, subjective perceiving and so on, so being 

objective and at empathy concept, focused on the case and aiming and methods, medical 

application be on medical ethics and scientific facts, not be idealistic philosophy. Creation 

is the Universe regulation so, not be separated from science.  

• Decision making will be a widely discussion verdict, thus, an innovation for the preterm 

infant, thus, a side effect, leads compete be on other aspect, be appropriate to case response.  

• A medicine can be completely different effects, like Dopamin, at low doses cause 

vasodilatation, at medium administration mostly heart rate, thus at high doses 

vasoconstriction noticed. The not known one is the dose related to the near life preterm 

infant, not at the books.  

• When indicating about the Right to Live, thus, not be forgotten the near life preterm infants.  

• Some indications are old warnings, near life preterm infant are retarded, sequel mostly 

encountered and so on, thus, from 1980’s due to the technological development, precis 

evaluation of the pathophysiology, so reduced and be treatable. Right to Life is primary 

ethical and legal obligatory aspect..  

• The result, the conclusion and the future is not known, thus, for estimation, the Right to Life 

will not be cancelled by giving, indication of statistical percentage. Especially near life 

preterm infants the clinical follow-up is not being so sure, immediate changes be noticed.  

• Even simple and complicated evidences be under the medicine, reasoning be only from 

science.   

• For to be a scientific, diploma is only a step, for reaching to target, thus, case evaluation on 

medicine is the solution.  

• All the explanations be on medica science, if the evaluation, discussing be away of science, 

some dreams, unreality expectations, then be forwarding phantasies.  

• From science fiction, the truth cannot be realized, so, fairy tales be at the dreams.  

• Common sense is not a scientific fact, it mostly grounded traditions, political and religion 

influences, with combination of cultural factors, this be perceiving differently, so, the reality 

be on medical science, of course.  
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• Then the results are obtained, the physician on evaluating the medical science on the near 

life preterm infant be so successful than the routine medication performed.  

• For evaluating medical science, not any consideration related about income, economy or 

other factors, directly to the creational law, ethics and humanity.  

• Such a widely medical application to the near life preterm infants be applied, thus it is not 

a surprising factor.  

• When making an evaluation to a preterm infant, several arguments be made, thus, the 

evidence must be clear and net, but the decisions be varied, so, the one who choses is the 

patient, the preterm infant.  

• Even a medication can kill the microbes, not indicating of survive, so, the most reason of 

death is multi organ insufficiency.   

• Each organism has a balancing, to be in life, thus, the medical applications, medications are 

for the establishing the balance at the individual regulation mechanism.  

• Some research at past, like rat can be formed by wheat and wet shirt, so, that is ridiculous 

from the aspect of methodology, thus, at near life preterm infants, be aware of such, not 

scientific evaluations.  

• For establishing the circulation, multi organ and tissue systems be correlated together, 

especially at near life preterm infants, so be on medical application concerning all the 

factors.  

• First the problem be first taken in as an item to be taken in notice, for output of the heart, 

effective construction of the heart muscles be essential, thus, not be possible at near time 

preterm infants, so, heart rate is the bearing in mind.  

• The exact and true reality, evidence is the creation. All of them, cellular structure, tissue 

systems, physiology, pathophysiology, and other specification, even near life preterm 

infants, maturation is also such parameters be discussed with the creation.  

• Each parameter be related to respectively between them, thus be at different specifications, 

so not be considered same, application be about the conditions. Even at physiatry evaluation 

as development, several, at least 5 parameters, one be high, the other below, so, action be 

according the findings.  

• When in discussion, at the near life preterm infants, the liver be matured, kidneys be 

immature, not be appropriate decision, even all be the same, the adaptation, tolerance be 

differs.   

• Some factors be on placebo effect, be social benefit, thus, not be in consideration of medical 

treatment and application.  

• Breastfeeding or kangaroo, and skin to skin touch, they are not from placebo effect, thus, 

from endogen secretion of some hormones; Dopamin, oxytocin, endorfin, seratonin and so 

on, by neurological effects be noticed.  

• In some situations, the family not confirmed the talking among the medical staff, so assume 

as they are praying, so, be on medical science is the fact, no one be passed the exam by 

praying, only by working, so, this is a hope, for family, for medicine, hard work.  

• Not be at perceives od all the medica subjects, so consultation and interrogations from 

references is obvious, thus, at first step, be summarized as a question for search.  

• Each individual has a fluid intake, so highest at near life preterm infant, so, tha intake 

capacity be reduced, therefore intravenous route be in selection.  

• The values be diverted even from day and night, so, physiological condition and adaptation 

be taken in notice.  

• For general evaluation as general condition, good, worse of normal, thus these are not 

suitable for near life preterm infants, no one be sure about after 30 minutes. So, it must be 
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filled the inside, so, under supervision thus, mostly better to ask, the family, mothers 

decision.  

• In some case, o evidence is satisfactory, thus mostly several evidences be get together for 

discussion.  

• When a physician looking a preterm infant, not mentioned as cute or the gender, just how 

the functional situation of the body, and whether healthy or some problems.  

• When a side or advers effect be encountered, the prospectuses indication are true, thus not 

for the patient.  

• When fever is noticed at the newborn, mostly not an inflammation indication, mostly be 

dehydrated and some other problems. So, preparing for medical application, the worse be 

first be rule out.  

• As indication like, it is because of the creation is not the answer. The scientific explanation, 

reasoning and grounding be detailed medical science factors, conditions, not as 

philosophical mentioned.  

• When perforation is occurred at appendicitis, the pain be cleared somehow, so, immediate 

operation be required. Thus at the preterm infants, the x-ray graphics be seems normal, thus, 

ventilation/perfusion ratio be disturbed, so not be direct related to the charts.  

• When a multi organ system be failed, not indicated as normal, critical the general condition 

be suitable, also not as leading to die suggestions, so hope is according to the condition of 

preterm infant.  

• Even all the medical staff, including the Neonatologist be at the bedside, be seen, noticed 

from the family, for trust and cooperation, relations and care and serve by a team.  

• Oxygenation cannot be evaluated by one constraint, by confirming other parameters, even 

be in comfort at breastfeeding is a factor.  

• Delaying is a crime, at near life preterm infant, if the hemoglobin value is 6g/dL, after 12 

hours blood transfusion be a crime act, and even so fast as exchange method be used.  

• Some results be variated, so, if take blood at the tourniquet performed arm, so the oxygen 

saturation be low. This indicates the evidence be according the condition and so on, be sure 

about indicating the exact body concept.  

• Each event be noted prospectively at the Intensive Care Unit On Neonatology, the signs, 

evidences be exact written as it is, thus not be changeable, thus, evaluation be differs, but 

must all be at medical science, being get together at tissue and cellular concepts. Not 

depending on medical science, this medical staff be discharged from the Unit.  

• A physician considering the oxygenation, ventilation pressure and so on, thus the 

hemoglobin value is 6g/dL so, not be perceiving the tissue oxygenation, so, not be worked 

at the Neonatal Intensive Care also.  

• Family mostly asked, what will be the future, outcome of the near life preterm infant, as a 

medical staff, indicated not known the future, thus, detailed and excessive medical approach 

is performed at near life preterm infants, so hope must be keep fresh.  

• Some people assume the hospital be important to survive, thus, the Neonatal Intensive Care 

standards and certification is given by special team, and continuously checked up, so, if 

official one, not any differences be encountered.  

• Refuse of breastfeeding is an obvious findings, so, immediately be taken to Intensive Care 

Unit, for the evaluation of the reasoning, precaution and estimations is important for 

searching the reasoning.  

• At Neonatology, at the medical approach, proficiency is required for some medicine, thus, 

awareness is according to profession.  

• For medical applications, the creation and the maturation is important, not just birth weight 

and gestational age, and the clinical care and serve for the healthy status be followed.  
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• Even in experimental animal studies, when given same specification rats, giving microbes, 

some will be die, other has no disease, so immune response be different, as preterm infants.  

• When encountered a burr in the eye, this will be cause pneumonia, so must be in suspicious 

position and take precautions, not be assumed simple problem.  

• Just not only make the diagnosis, the treatment and to be at healthy is also an aiming factor, 

so each approach is an innovation.  

• The heartbeat will be 110beats per minute, thus be considered from normal to vital 

pathology. Especially for near life preterm infants, multi factorial, multi organ system 

analysis be performed for confirmation of the exact medical condition.  

• The certainty factor as in statistics will be so high, thus, each infant has a unique function, 

thus, so much different results must be expected, and be ready about it.  

• Although the evidence-based group be at A, near life preterm infants statistically not be 

same effect be obtained, each medical approach will not have benefit, so, may be harmful, 

so assessed continuously.  

• At old statistics, the African origin people in America, be highest, thus this is social 

retardation, not for race, so, care at the pregnancy be resulted to improvement.  

• Being high fever, be an indication of immune response, after an vaccination, not be at 

disease, for this parameter, every sign, symptom be widely discussed, not specified one or 

specific subject.  

• If you are medically benefit to a near life preterm infant, not meaning to be help to other, 

so, each one be different, specific and sole, not be at the same approach.  

• Empathy and sympathy is differs, there is pity, sorry among them, such do whatever they 

you wanted form them is the basic description, thus, to the near life preterm infants, 

physician can do empathy.   

• At medical practice, extraordinary be happened, this is what the science confirmation, each 

case is special and sole, so, it can be seen.  

• Every medical procedure and medication has a result; early or late, thus, all approach 

reasoning and explanation has a scientific enlightenment.  

• A falling of feather slower than a rock is not an excuse, thus the effect of the air, so, not any 

exception at the science, thus the case, preterm infant is differs.  

• To evaluate near life preterm infant as a result of medication, specialty is essential, like 

Neonatology, so, have a practice, on concerning about the problem.  

• For common perspective, social and cultural concepts, be not be accepted the near life 

preterm infant, so hard to care and sere, sequel and be retarded, as mostly noticed at old 

times, thus be physicians on the civil rights, Right to Life.  

• In an experiment, the results be evaluated, if the positive ones be higher, so, advisable, thus, 

negatives be inevitable, and be considered as a lesson.  

• Use this drug, it will be have positive effect to you, will be for physiological support, thus 

the result be after the medication done.  

• The effect of a medication be not at theory target, from beginning, thus, from patient 

evidences afterwards.  

 

6) Not any out of science discrimination be accepted, creation covers al, as economy will 

be one of them. Science fiction is out of the creation, be assumed as true, thus, only at 

dreams. Not any science be evaluated away of humanity.  

Some applications indicated as scientific; thus they are science fiction and by adding some 

humanity indications, leading to wrong and fictional state.  

The 4 basic principles of Economics: a) Efficiency, b) Effectiveness, c) Eligibility and d) 

Enlightens the satisfaction or not. Cheapest factor is not so taken in consideration. Economy 
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science not old indications, thus, satisfaction as human rights and be on healthy is the fact to be 

considered on.  

Hate and discrimination is a crime at Turkish Penalty Code, Article 122 as indicated: language, 

race, nationality, color, disabled, political decision, philosophy and religion, believes that will 

be as a reasoning. Near life preterm infants are Human being, differentiation from themselves, 

be an accusation, the complications and impairments, disability, handicaps as a reasoning be 

crime.  

Near life preterm infants, obligatory pulmonary resistance be lowered, increased the 

compliance is vital important. So, surfactant is obligatory for opening of the alveoli, and also 

be supported when deficiency is essential. First at opening large amount, so, if not satisfactory 

additional giving, then if the surfactant is partially insufficient, just add some amount. The 

medical science be at the preterm infant, so arrangement of the dose, according to the clinic of 

the preterm infant.  

• Even, not any prophet performing miracle, thus at epic histories, they were flying, walking 

on the water and so on, by adding after 200-300 years later indications, not any connection 

with the reality.  

• By adding some unnatural facts, this doesn’t make anyone, any action as holly, thus not be 

in place at natural science, this is just a social parameter, among some believes.  

• Nobody ever and after be an unscientific power, not making miracles, illusionist are quick 

hand performance, thus, for me, philosophy is the only human made miracles.  

• Praying is a kind of demand, thus, be done by working, thus, if you pass your exam, you 

must study, studying is a praying. In medicine mostly used to give hope and to be a patient.  

• Some perceptions be leading to wrong direction, if you look the Sun rise and set, as if it is 

turning around the Earth, even be a righteous evidence about it. Consideration of science 

can only be corrected form this false evaluation.  

• Some food additions be indicated as beneficence, thus, they can be harm, so, for each people 

it must be from medical science be confirmed as benefit, otherwise not be used.  

• Science is creational construction, so not at subjective or desires, natural law aspects, so, 

each case, especially near life preterm infants are the signs, the indications and reflection of 

science.  

• Some people away of scientific perspective, indicating miracles, thus, not any proof of 

them, only at epic history, and mythology. All of them be separated, and put away from 

consideration.  

• Each case is natural scientific one, in and on the creational laws.  

• In medicine, some problems, must be evaluated under pathophysiology , e.g. sepsis is 

immunology and inflammation perspective can be evaluated 12 different concept, so not 

the terminology, must be evaluated at such concepts.   

• To be successful in medicine, as a medical professor, if they regenerated the knowledge and 

performance, it can be, if being old methods and concepts, of course not, or low at the ratio.  

• Some concepts are as in epic histories, are now can be discriminated, Cesar drunk his wine 

in lead cup, so the hallucinations are lead poisoning, not a unnatural acts.  

• When a physician not worked and not any concept on near life preterm infants and not been 

in Neonatology Intensive Care Unit, medication and medical applications almost nonsense, 

such development and progress will not be about the medical facts, must some other factors, 

like genetics or persona specification, that is not been of course.  

• Each, near life preterm infant, surfactant production is different, so for conclusion, you must 

take care the infant, not at the books or statistical analysis.  
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• The resuscitation at the near life preterm infant, at the delivery room, be if first seen, it is 

really a miracle, so much person at tiny baby less the kilo, viability is near zero, thus 

afterwards living.  

• To perform oxygenation, increasing the concentration is logic be appropriate, thus mostly 

at preterm infants, be harmful, so, tissue systems, cellular mechanisms, be the originating 

of the fact, so, medical application be according to solving the pathophysiological aspects.  

• When reasoning the disease as medical science, by adding epic concepts, be diminished all 

the matter, like drinking cold water and be get flue, as not accepted to get the microbes/virus, 

so, not a cold disturbance, just a epic consideration.  

• Some tea, infusions, will not be reduced the preterm delivery, so, may be harmful, even to 

mother, so, be careful about each food to be taken at pregnancy, some cultural concepts may 

leading to death of fetus.  

• Politics and science at some medical application be confused, politician considering the 

result, physician concerns to be at disease and morbidity also later mortality.  

• For protection from near life preterm infant delivery, Perinatology perspective is important, 

so, as with Neonatology team be together, not as a name of institution, thus, with the medical 

team and Neonatal Intensive Care facilities.  

• At history some applications were performed, not from scientific aspects, so, cumulation at 

isolation be widely distributed, so individual aspects is the focus to solve the problem.  

• When isolation measures will not be in consideration for every near life preterm infant, the 

epidemic of microbes be so widely be covered the Intensive Care. Not after the problem 

encountered, routine isolation and medical overcome procedures routinely be performed.  

• In believes, mostly epic histories is mixed and by explanation, some holly tales are united 

with the written scripts. So, this is not on believes, this is mythologic fantasies.  

• When description and explanation on medica science, rejected and indicated unbelievable 

and not scientific factors, be on phantasies is especially not educated one habit.  

 

7) Nothing; false or liar, will be acceptable by medical ethics. Liar is an untrue and not 

reality one, for make-up by mind tales, for cheating and for brain washing, for 

deceiving. False is something or some principle, not be appropriate on, be away of the 

righteous..  

A physician can make faults, thus the other evidences and medica staff, especially nurse 

corrected. Thus, is intended to say liar, wrong on, better said “I have no idea”, thus, needs a 

mentor for explanation. For overcome the fault, written in documents, the medical science 

grounding and reasoning, thus causing harm be immediately be have an opposition, somehow 

an approve to other medical staffs. The evaluation upon the progress, not backward, not be 

corrected the false. Liar is a crime, knowing that it is false, not true, as indicating as certainty 

of true, thus, cooperation and collaboration is obvious at the Intensive Care, responsibility 

according to their duty in medicine, so the fault and faulty action be not be occur or easily 

recovered.   

Some facts are epic stories, not on scientific and not be taken as true. At believes contrary as 

written scripts, there is no indication of playing goddess, idolatry, creation, as all are created 

ones, we cannot be separated from the existence. Gravity is a concept, also we are in, cannot be 

separated. Like in Bible “God is Love “(1 John 4/7-21)”, how can we separated from love? In 

epic stories, Creator taken as object and separated form us and be praying and assembly a 

idolatry action, so separated from science, and be on some phantasies, that they are not be 

occurred. This Divinity, god, deity as a concept must not put the creation as an object, cannot 

be disconnected from ourselves. So, epic stories are not at real, they are phantasies of believes.   
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Most unscientific facts are grounded to believes, thus not be any evaluation, decision making 

just have accepted them as true, thus, the meaning of believe/emin be sure and trustworthy, thus 

changed to consider unnatural and epic stories. Not at Quran so on. If they are ill, medical 

science directly they are on, not epic fantasies.  

Dogmatism, not be proved, not be examined, accepted directly without any consideration, as 

educated or a philosophy without any discussion, that, no physician be accepted on any 

consideration.  

• The foresight at science, scientific thoughts and philosophies medical science be 

established. As theorem it is started, thus by science be under solution and by application 

presence is verified. Near life preterm infants are a good example of such medical science 

application.  

• If a Neonatologist was indicated as for three year, over 800gram birth weight and over, not 

any death encountered, even no Necrotizan enterocolitis operation and about 500 preterm 

infant is taken care, thus, it is unbelievable, so it must be considered as what was the 

medication and application.  

• Each case be diminished the standard application and knowledge, thus in scientific reality 

it is obvious. For example, in resuscitation technique, room air is more beneficial than the 

100% oxygen.  

• Decision might be hard to confirm as a verdict, thus, noticed the harm is easier, so confirm 

the harm and opposite action be the benefit.  

• A physician, with all ethical principles, all the medical scientific methods, and with recent 

knowledge, and be not harm to a patient, be at health establishing, if not, be dismissed from 

medica doctor profession.  

• For hope of positive result, as an ethical consideration, not a phantasies, as, medica approach 

and medicine principle is aiming beneficence.  

• Not any religious book, as Quran, not at basically be believe the miracle, thus from personal 

indications we must consider, this leads religion to phantasies, thus, at medicine be on 

science, and if not, cannot be a physician.  

• Social and cultural believes, from perspective of common sense, from the indication as for 

the sake of a community, not any meaning of civil liberties and the Right to Life, at near 

life preterm infants, thus, just a philosophy, not a medical consideration.   

• The basic legal approach is informed consent, thus, at near life preterm infants, Right to 

Life at minor consideration, thus family not have consent given, in case of life, so, 

information given is the duty, if not accepted from the family be directly at the court.  

• Science, all covers at the Universe, not be any exception. Like gravity, be active at each 

one, not be away of them. Near life preterm infants are also the fact of pregnancy, thus be 

happened even at the utmost care. If a person be separated themselves as from gravity, be 

dismissed them, not to be any relation of medicine.  

• Some people, assuming, the healthy problems far away from themselves, to the near life 

preterm infants, family be infected thus, they will be also getting the infection, two sides, 

so precautions be from both sides.  

• The medical explanation be not as, near term preterm infant is infected, so, the reasoning 

and prevention be at consideration, arguing, so not be cowered, be detailed investigated, 

according to medica science.  

• If a physician is at the consideration as faith, not as medical science reasoning, so, be aware 

and away of such doctor.  

• At the pay, theatrical scenario is written, and the play is known, thus, the player is the prime 

one to be for respect, and each layer, each artist is contributing to the art. So, near life 

preterm infant be leading to death, thus, medical intervention be more intense.  
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• Forceful and oppressive application cannot be accepted even not allowed on ethical 

considerations, so at medicine, not be tolerable aspect.  

• If the result is known, why then there is responsibility, so, the decision making at medicine 

not for the result, the aim and method is primary important, no one can be sure at the end, 

prejudice is not righteous act.  

• If the decision about the near life preterm infant will be is going to die, thus, at Neonatal 

Intensive Care Unit, you care and serve, and discharge without any problems, and healthy, 

thus growth and development is so quite good, then, all this conclusion is false, more than 

wicked.  

• If someone want to pass the examination, must study hard, praying means failing and be 

dismissed, because not working.  

• When administration drugs for sepsis, the blood level is not satisfactory, balancing the tissue 

systems, pathophysiology be corrected, so consider the cellular function.  

• Before the sepsis is diagnoses from blood cultures, more evaluations be done, for protection 

and for immune support for recovery, in case of positive culture, much medical application 

is missed.  

• The religion books are not on scientific, thus because of the creation, not be against of them. 

All the materials, considerations at science fiction are later indicated and like epic histories.  

• If a family indicated as the salting, put salt on the infant, be a protective from skin infections, 

be consider the baby, whether hypernatremia is occurred, thus be changed the tradition for 

washing with isotonic sodium.  

• If you lost the time at resuscitation, according to the tradition, the newborn be died, or be 

brained damaged, so, not taken noticed at community sense.   

• At medicine, delay and making fault be as crime, so, aiming, method and medica application 

be investigated about it.   

• Who you trust, being on science, describing the way to go, by map and compass, or 

describing by intentions?    

• For preterm infants, at gathering culture, be as a rock, put at the icy water, for checking the 

health condition. This is a kind of euthanasia, thus, be a crime, not consider the Right to 

Life.  

• The reasoning of euthanasia are not be treatable condition and not to overcome the pain and 

the individual condition and so on. Thus at near time preterm infant, who knows that they 

are prone to death and, give medication for reducing  pain, even we perform morphine at 

the preterm infants.  

• At some countries, euthanasia advised to the families, thus, they rejected and the preterm 

infant be so healthy, so, such cases are the obvious indication of nonsense of the euthanasia 

application.  

• Then there is a problem, we have to fight upon to solve, praying and not perform anything, 

be let the problem be accrue and effecting the harm, so, fighting is the only act against the 

problem is early established.  

• Before dehydration is occurred, fluid treatment, replacement therapy must be considered, 

at near life preterm infant, not to be leading to dehydration.  

• Not any pressure or oppression be acceptable, Thus if required intravenous or from canula 

administration.  

• The reasoning and grounding be completely on scientific evaluations, if desires, personal 

wishes be mixed, then not be reached the real and true verdict.  

• When a child pain is noticed after fall down, and the pain is reduced by kissing of the 

mother, this is because endogenous secretion of dopamin, serotonin, oxytocin, and 
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endorphins, not by magic effects. If the mother is in anger, the pain will not be reduced, the 

child is continued to cry.   

• If someone be assumed be treated by praying, we must be decide their mind, be in healthy 

or not, as delirium.  

• For the legal, Right to Life, at near life preterm infants, not be taken the consent, the 

information be given, so, assuming and be other considerations be not be considered among 

the medical treatment, and it is a crime.  

• If a person is not accepted that, they are ill, be also at the moment of dying, refused also, 

thus for preterm infants, not allowed whether ill or not, be taken in medical care and serve, 

even at Intensive Care Unit.  

• The illusionists are try to be grounded on some demonstrative factors, not be on science, so, 

people be believed at the miracles, rituals is essential at their act, thus, nothing be on science, 

so not be at medical practice.  

• If you give satisfactory fluid, urination is expected, thus, if dehydrated, then, the amount is 

not adequate, so more be estimated, so, be first consider the preterm infant.  

• If by wrong decision, not giving antibiotics and died because of sepsis, this is a legal 

accusation is performed, thus, viral infection be leads to secondary bacterial infection.  

• For hypoglycemia, given intravenous dextrose be solved it, thus, not widely be evaluated, 

so, not be medically a treatment is performed.  

• If some researcher indicate as “I gave this drug and I got this result”, the other findings be 

also detailed analyses, from medical science, nothing is so simple at the medicine.  

• If you made vaccination to autistic child, so made a conclusion as vaccination lead autism, 

you are dismissed from medicine. Logical evaluation be vita important.  

• Each case be at the creation, the natural, medical scientific concept, thus, the differences are 

according their maturation, tissue systems, as, individual factors.  

• The consultant at medicine, be distinguished at wide angle and be on much investigational 

practice and known the situations, so, they indications be valuable.  

• Medical decision making is not like whether estimations, it must be evaluated according to 

preterm infant, thus, be estimation with wide perspective, positive and even negative sides 

be taken in consideration.  

• The most remarkable and be desired one be balancing and be at efficient operating the tissue 

systems, so, the medical applications for all the body cells, for effective functionalization.  

• The heart rate, blood pressure, circulation time and periferik refilling, all be for indication 

of the effective blood supply, so, not be on one condition, be considering all, be more 

realistic and be medically be more effective at the treatment.  

• Sometime, the evaluations be over the scientific facts, so, starting again, form beginning 

and be keep at the science, at all times.  

• What will be the first to be on act, question is at the emergency facilities, and resuscitation, 

it is a plan and procedures steps, thus, it must be followed, and learned at the certification 

programs.  

• The evaluation of a condition, problem not as positive or negative, thus first be confirmed 

into enquiry or question, so try to solve it.  

• A finding at near life preterm infant is an indication of the medical science, not as 

encouraging or undesirable, just be reasoning at pathophysiology perspective.  

• The blood sugar is sooner or later be balanced and return to normal values estimation is not 

so acceptable, brain cells be directly affected and be death, so, waiting is directly making 

harm.  

• The evaluation at medicine is not as objective, thus, not be subjective also, empathy, be on 

the patient aspect, not be considering from outside.  
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• At physicians the education is on medica science, not at science fiction, if they are on such 

irrational facts, be dismissed from being a doctor.  

• Indicating as the kidney be perfused, so given uncontrolled fluid, thus, at near life preterm 

babies, the glomeruli is not developed, so, over hydration may be fetal to the infant.  

• At the dreams, you can see the village, thus, not find it, so, for giving adequate and essential 

fluid, you must be briefly examined the near life preterm infant, and the electrolytes, so 

administration be according their condition, not by memories.  

• At near life preterm infants, not only one evidence be satisfactory for medical treatment, 

several perspectives be required under decision for the therapy.  

• Preterm retinopathy (ROP), is mostly caused for administration of oxygen, thus, it is widely 

be controlled by the oxygenation state and blood oxygen concentration, so as accused 

before, now no rea correlation between the oxygen and the Retinopathy, not allowed to 

toxic levels.  

• If the epic history was real, there must be a scientific explanation, thus, the natural laws 

later on be confirmed, the oral rehydration is as this subject.  

• Not encountered iron deficiency anemia, iron supplementation is essential, if not and 

anemia is diagnosed, this is an accusation fact.  

• In some believes a person jump at the wall and broke two legs, as medical science it can be, 

thus, they cannot be accepted, thus, they assumed they are holly and untouchable.  

• If you believe the creation, that the Creator constructed, by atom, energy so on, thus, if not 

be on science, you are refusing the creation, by tales, not be happened, as scientific fictions 

are not on knowledge. So, directly be against the creation, for physician medical science.   

• The person talked on fiction, related to science, thus, it is not be on reality, thus, when you 

are at medical science, they are so angry, as if you are rejecting the believe, thus, they are 

refused of the creation.  

• My friend whether asked me whether I swung from a tree. I said, thus it was true, as 25 

years ago, now the tree is so huge, and no one can near to that tree. The point the happening 

is true, thus, years passed and the tree is grown up. So, epic stories something like that, the 

happening be righteous thus, the time is ancient.  

• At believes, the first announcement, not be in thinking, just accepted as true, if not you will 

be out of the religion, so, out of science, and closing the interrogation, only at mythology 

and epic stories, forced people to be a like a slave, thus, not be an action of a medical doctor.  

• At TV program, the patients, with full medical treatment, indicating as treated with oleander 

infusion, later on, nobody is cured only with the plant extract, so, this one be like fairy tales.  

• When asking how you know that, it is useful, benefit. As the answer, “someone used and 

be taking advantage”. This is not a scientific evaluation, and case reports be only be 

important by medical science, not as a history, tale. At physician, the scientific method is 

essential, critically very important. 

• If a person on TV, as indicating hand washing is not any effect, not important indications, 

means a legal accusation and be judged, later on.  

• In a medical congress, a person indicating, by high hormone increase, terminated the 

pregnancy because of anomaly risk, thus, other accused, for killing, so, only one increase 

not any meaning, even four findings be high, genetic survey is essential, without any medical 

scientific real evidence, no one has right to end decision of life.  

• At old evaluation, because of not microscope, some counter approach was noticed, as at 

plaques disease, they were killing cats. So, science is relation, reasoning and grounding to 

science.  

• When in pain, the pain killer be appropriate so, if not be treated the pain. Thus at 

appendicitis no pain killer be given, to overcover the symptoms and be worse.  
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• Demanding from Creator to be health, as the creation is the fact, thus, medical applications 

are related to science, that is also in creation. Near life preterm infants, this will be an 

indication of hope, not for physician, thus even delay is a crime act. 

• The results is given as indication with, normal, high or low, so, the valuation be made from 

physician. Evaluation according to the case and at medical science, be the expecting habit.  

• Some science fictions even cannot be accepted as an evidence at the court, so, this will be 

an indication of psychiatric collapse of the family, hope not to the physician.  

• At the Intensive Care Unit of Neonatology, some problems be consulted to professions, as 

Pediatric Surgery, and several discussions be noted, but the medica application, from patient 

point of view, the reason is not overview, so, continuous follow-up required. The 

responsible physician is the Neonatologist who is the physician of the case.  

• If the discussion not on medica science, not need any discussions. Old times, near life 

preterm infants healthy discharge is a miracle consideration, thus, we indicated as medical 

treatment consequence.  

• Each evidences must be noted, the physician first not be consider the atresia, thus distention 

be a leading to diagnosis, so, making the judgement. At the accusation, to confirming be 

not immediate, and this is not a crime, thus, when distention confirmed, not to be late.   

• The science fiction and related to believes, mostly some holy concepts, to be connected and 

be unified to groups or religions, thus, when on science, all of them be disappear, be 

independent and unique person.  

• At science fiction, first seems at science, thus, the explanation, detailed configuration be 

irrelated facts, and be away of such people.  

• The diagnosis be correct, thus, the reasoning and groundings are not on medica science, so, 

no need any correction, just cross on it, be explain from the beginning.  

• The person out of science or be at science fiction, be blurred and changed the truth and 

evidences, so, consider them as a liar, check the sign and evaluate yourself.  

• In history, some explanation are not on science, some perceptions and hopes, so, the result 

was disaster.  

• For tales and phantasies, not discussed whether true or wrong, directly rejected and 

considered as fairy stories.  

 

8) Refuse and rejection, from physicians, if not on medical science, if illegal and non-

ethical. As meaning, not accepting the problem, not be care on it and rejection, deny 

about it.  

Some of the rejection reasonings are: 1) The rejection from near life preterm infant, not be 

tolerated, what the demanding, aiming factor, 2) The inhuman and unethical concepts be 

rejected, as Eutenasia, 3) The evaluation of the evidences, not at medical science, or 

understanding as not as scientific, perception and personality, so, if from medical staff, be 

dismissed, if from family, not need to be answer.    

• Refuse and rejection, form medical standpoint, a usual fact of medication, so, each 

physician be ready about to take consideration about it.  

• For overcome the rejection, the first to be understand it, medical science and 

pathophysiological reasoning is for protection and be care about it.  

• The near life preterm infant is a reality, they are born, so, cannot be rejected, thus, some 

families not desired, thus, at first step, Perinatology approach be required for safety 

pregnancy.  

• Eutenasia is not a solution about near life preterm infants, even has sequalae, it is intended 

to kill, a crime act.  
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• When explaining the fact, Sun is rising and setting, as a child mind, physician be rejected 

this concept, like if oxygenation is reducing at near life preterm infant, just give an order 

for increase the oxygen be not acceptable, thus, may cause preterm retinopathy  

• Each preterm infant also unique and special, so, medical application especially at near life 

preterm infants, first their tissue systems be analyzed, physiology and embryological 

maturation concept be considered. If a physician does not perform, just be on birth weight 

and gestational week consideration, then not be worked at Neonatology be rejected from 

the medical team.  

• Medical staff, physician be from individual problems, health and structural, moral and 

social aspects for healthy condition, as advisor, advocator, and informed one, as a summary 

a guider to a person. If refused to do, then not be a physician also.  

• When you shut your eyes, you cannot see, if closed conscience, be inhuman, if closed your 

mind, escaping from medical science, when unscientific explanation, rejected from the 

physician act.  

• Human beings be afraid of Satan or from harm, thus this is not be an object, it is just in 

thoughts, so, we must consider the precautions and not to do the specified harm ones, but, 

we are the one, who performed, so, if not done, so, not any harm and cruel act. If we consider 

as objective, not be escape, thus ideas can be forgotten by enchanting safeguards.  

• The families do not want and be rejected ventilation and other medical procedures, as torture 

and because of retardation, to an infant, thus they are more comfortable and right to life is 

obvious, so, a physician be sentenced to legal aspects.  

• Each preterm infant has special pathophysiological condition, so, immaturity is also a fact, 

thus, therefore, not directly increase the oxygen concentration, so, it can be rejected. So, 

increase PEEP, reduction of PIP, surfactant addition, room air be more suitable. If not at 

this consideration, high pressure, high oxygen given, this time Neonatology concept is 

rejected.  

 

9) In the creation, each one be special, unique and sole one, even at medical situations, 

apart of rare distinctive ones, each case reaction is different, thus may be indicated as 

rare in statistics, thus, not be considered as miracle, it is the rule, form of creation. 

If it is not be grounding on science, may be lack of education, knowledge, or mindful, logic 

evaluation, thus indicated as miracle, is not acceptable. For near life preterm infants, be in 

healthy after months of intensive care and serving, as miracle, this is a appreciate indications, 

to the medical staff and medicine, as a result of Intensive Care Unit.  

• As a physician, when not explain at medical science, so, just say “I don’t know how to 

explain!”. Thus, everything be on scientific play-acting, so, the knowledge be not at this 

point.  

• When you are adoring something, may be evaluate as a miracle, thus, when it is due to 

science, so, what will you indicate? The person, who is on abstract nor science, be also not 

perceive, so not be a medical doctor.  

• Placebo effect is known outcome. Especially for pain reduction, the endogenous production 

of serotonin, oxytocin, endo-morphine, dopamin is the factors for the lessening action, as it 

is scientific reasoning.   

• Some factors look like irrational, thus depending on science factors, thus, nothing be away 

of science at this Universe. Reality be on science, epic, mythology are on fantasies, tales.  

• If someone be away from the truth, and reality, from a distinction concept, grounded on 

miracles, as if special from other common, try to escape from other evaluation, critics.  

• If you indicate someone or something as miracle, not as extraordinary or abnormal, you are 

putting it away to yourself, to science and other consideration. Supernatural facts are 
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abstract factors, not be on science, thus for like idolization for admiration, praying to be 

adoring them, being enslavement.  

• If you consider an art as miracle, thus, not to want to reach or making, using the same style. 

So, no one be reach at this point, so not to work, not to be a physician to near life preterm 

infant.  

• If your reasoning somehow on miracles, you are not on scientific perspective, so not be 

acceptable one as a medical perspective.  

• Believing a miracle, mostly wanted to give a person some super unnatural power, a 

beatification, elevation, and differentiation from other people.  

• If you grounded on miracle, in order to medication, especially to preterm infants, this is a 

neglecting and a crime. Physician be on medica application, not on searching miracles.   

• If you believe miracles, also be a sanctification, blessing dedication is encountered, leading 

to deem phantasies and be like a brain washing, so, be a like in order of someone or 

something.   

 

10) Ethics is a moral philosophy, not be on structured rule, thus concerning on the 

subject principles.   

The Right of near life preterm infants be under the Child Right concept as: a) Basic Right to 

Life be established, b) Required maximum medical effort for life and growth and development.  

When considering the Medical Ethics, as moral philosophy, which not covers. rules and 

traditions. Law is under contemplation of crime and individual rights, community rights, thus, 

ethic concern about the righteous facts. Two aspects mostly be in notice: 1) What is the truth 

question, as the responsible institutions are constructed, as medical research, Helsinki 

Declaration, 2) Ought to do evaluation; for a single case, approach according the values to be 

taken for discussion.  

Basic ethical principles: a) Trust, be for right to life and sure on reality of the case, b) Loyalty, 

not be accepted any pressure or inhuman approach, c) Keeping the secret, being in hope.  

Ethical principles at the procedures: a) Primum non nocere, b) Beneficence, c) Respect the near 

life preterm infant, personality, the preterm infant, d) Justice, perform what is medically 

required.   

Ethics is required firstly, evaluation of the situation at the considering principles, as medical 

research at Helsinki Declaration. By this investigation discriminate as “what is right and true” 

concept. Ethical Committees are also in consideration of relevance of such regarding 

statements.  

At the application, arguing as “what to do, ought to confirm” perception. For each case and 

situation has specific medical approach, such also after medication even 2-5 minutes be very 

important at near life preterm infants, and be follow, watch the reaction.  

• Ethics supervisory us, from humanistic perspective, giving some advices and methods in 

principles perspective, so, physician used them at ach application.  

• At application, harm is noticed more easily and early, so primarily be at concern, so “primum 

non nocere” is the principle.  

• Ethics as a principle, as like science from past to the future, a process, not be opposite 

consideration. Al the researches, studies as at past, be supported the past, thus now more 

detailed explanation be discussed. Not the common sense, the case, the patient evidences is 

the acceptable one, thus the one who closed eyes and be out of the mind at medicine, they 

are performing crime.   

• When the individual, civil rights not be on top, right to life is not be as basic, such, be at 

community concept or social decisions so not be on legal and not be at the ethical grounding.  
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• Love an empathy is the grounding facts, so if you love the near life preterm babies, not be 

act on force and so be in harm. Forceful, not tolerated feeding to the preterm is not be 

accepted.  

• At ethical considerations, not statistical results, thus, individual response is forwarded, thus 

they are special and sole one, so be taken the preterm in the middle, as a core, that gives the 

answer to you, not the references.  

• Human being is not a robot, not worked in order or artificial intelligence action, ethical 

principles are an evidence and decision based, thus at medicine be changed upon case 

outcomes.  

• Ethical considerations are as principles, then be adapted to individual, not be as standard 

rules or decision closed orders, not to be in deliberation as like this.  

• Each person, including near life preterm infant has a personality, therefore, ethical 

consideration upon humanity be as medical moralities.  

• Life is continuous struggle, bey using at each cell, energy. This struggle not be out of 

humanity and for harm causing, from aspect of brotherhood and equality and independence. 

Thus, even at near life preterm infants, right to life is the primary concept.  

• The main perspective for health, thus at Turkish Medical Deontology philosophies as: 

human health thus, life, and personality be utmost care and respect be completed, This is 

alco regarding near life preterm infants as ethical code.   

• Physician main concern is Human being, so, medically be their apprehension, thus, for 

practice, medical ethics is the fact of the values, principles.  

 

11) Harm, damage, a condition, or a subject/object, not wanted action or bad, negative 

consideration happened fact. The critical life status preterm infant, the bases of 

physiological requirement applications be done, in balancing the tissue systems, 

according to their creation be accomplice, if not harm be noticeable.  

Medical application, treatment to near life preterm infants is critical, be cause harm, therefore 

individual medication is essential. Medical staff, therefore be on ethical principles, at the 

beginning, at following and at the result, at medical science, by taking care, precautions, 

protections, safeguards, not to make harm.  

• When there is cyanosis, direct giving oxygen, especially at critical preterm infants, as a 

cause and result logic, be making worse, by closing the lung, alveoli, by causing toxic effect 

and thus with fluids.    

• Near life problem preterm infants, each medical approach must be grounding to their 

creation as physiological aspects, continuous evaluation, follow up, intensive care, 

balancing the tissue system performing, be the fact, free and uncontrolled be leading a harm, 

even you may missed the predictions.  

• When a physician not any consideration of harm, just perform from knowledge, references, 

harm be inevitable be confirmed.  

• The medical procedures be according to individual requirements, especially at near life 

preterm infants, mostly low dose is noticed for administration, therefore, profession is 

essential, Neonatology career is obligatory for medical science, not medical knowledge is 

satisfactory.  

• Harm mostly be noticed at the medical procedures, for beneficious to the preterm infants, 

continuous intensive care therefore essential, thus, be aware of harm aspects.  

• The evidences be widely be analyzed, so, not direct perspectives, like when digitalis be 

giving to a preterm infant, the heart will not be increased the construction, so in opposite, 

the outflow be deceased, and leading to heart failure.  
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• Be aware of harm, before making damage, is so important, thus, mostly for more effective 

results be ensued, the dosage be increased so, the harm be obvious and toxic effect be more 

advanced.  

• The antibiotics for treatment of infection, as causing the termination of flora microbiomes, 

and other several problems, and be resistance be noticed, so, administration be required 

special care, thus some facts for supporting be in consideration. Thus, this means not to give 

antibiotics.  

• No medical staff be quite sure about their memory, each time, be controlled the data, from 

the references, thus, be arguing, evaluation be performed, bestowing to the case.  

 

12) Near life preterm infants, the informative consent is according the evaluation the 

response of the medication is the consent parameter.  

For a person, if some procedures be performed, especially to physical body, must taken he 

informed consent, thus, at preterm infant, because of Right to Life, not required consent. The 

desired one not from family, thus, form infant medical needs.  

• Knowledge is general informative; thus individual is special and unique. As each procedure, 

you want to reach a point, thus road, the methods b in complex, be not direct, be several 

routes to follow.  

• The physiology is specific at the near life preterm infants, for each case, so a physician must 

confirm the difference, and be act according to this fact, like the circulation time be 4 

minutes, be 6-10 for preterm and consider for the case, so, outcome of the medication be 

conferring about it.  

• The same drug be opposite functions like Dopamin; less dose vasodilatation, medium at 

heart rate, large doses for vasoconstriction, so, the administration be on your wanting, thus 

each one has specific consequences.  

• In order to give a medicine, controlling the pharmacodynamic, pharmacokinetic and 

pharmaceutics parameters ve suitable to the near life preterm infants, thus, all be at the 

scientific evidences of the physiology at the infant.  

• The physician has a purpose for medication, so, by evaluating the preterm infant, 

administration be regulated according this perspective, not the mentioned one written at the 

reference.  

• Similar cases, nearby, thus, the reaction to the medication be different, so, medially 

specialized approach be required.  

• The effect of a medication first be perceive, and be aware of it, by oppression and forceful 

medication is not meaning as treatment, adapted, tolerated be performed.  

• Continuous education meetings, joint meeting be essential, for each preterm infants, be get 

together and be understandable of the medical approach, the reasoning and grounding 

factors be evaluated, thus, be beneficial to other preterm and also for future act at the same 

preterm.  

 

13) A physician, a Neonatologist, must first be perceiving that, each near term infant 

be specific and special.  

A physician, especially Neonatologist, be on the preterm infant, must perceive, each of them 

special and sole medically functional state. Respectively a preterm infant is sole in condition, 

may be just similarity with other preterm infants.  

• There is no disease, there must be a patient.  

• Each person, even preterm infants be free, in honor, and born equal in rights and relation 

with as brotherhood, not an abnormal one.  
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• Each dress for the person who wear it, personal desire, stylistic and consent is the 

preference. Individual selection is obvious, thus not only be fitted, thus be not cause harm, 

like wool allergy. Near life preterm infant medication be fitted to themselves.  

• The individual rights and, freedom of the person and rights be legally protected, so, Right 

to Life is utmost important at near life preterm infants.  

• Near life preterm infant, be individually be so matured, be grown up and developed, as the 

take care, as like term babies.  

• Even twins, one ovum ones, be look like similar, thus, not the same one. So, medical 

application, procedures be specific and sole, even the disease is same.  

• For medication, there must be essential and enough reasoning on medical science, on the 

case, the preterm infant, not as demand or some other reasoning.  

• Never be an exact decision at the result, at the medical science, there are always be an 

exceptions, abnormalities and different reactions, especially near life preterm infants so 

prone, therefore intensive care is essential.  

• Tissue, thus, cellular functions are not be stable, at the near life preterm infant, so, balancing 

and be altogether in actively in medical performance be desired.  

• Each medical approach be at science, thus, differentiated according to the patient, near life 

preterm infant, not be grounded on fiction and epic storied, as it is a crime.  

• The Neonatologist can be explain, why the 21% room air s better than 100% oxygen 

concentration, thus for others it is impossible.  

• Before the microspores, the wound indicated as contaminated with dirt, today we indicated 

as microbes, by sights  

• At the medical consideration and at medical ethics, the respect of a person, even near life 

preterm infants, the Right to Life is basic to be presence and be a lived one.  

• The simple medication dose be even with precious estimation, calculation is required, thus 

be investigate the case, for the medical treatment.  

• At medicine the science is not at theoretical, practices be also included, as near life preterm 

infant, be on the intensive care unit, so continuous care and serve.  

• All the evidences be on medical science evaluation, on a case, thus evaluation be widely 

with at several aspects be performed.  

• At art, with a pencil, charcoal, thus, an artist construct special drawings, as same as in 

medicine, the body is same, at near life preterm infant, thus the art, the drawings differs.  

• Proficiency be on medical science and cases, not be considering as astrology, so, no other 

factors of influences be accepted in medical science, thus, not be with medicine.  

• Each medication be effective thus also some side, minor, great, advers and non-effective 

functional concepts, so, each physician take care about it.  

• You can wear a standard uniform, but, is there any consent about it? So, for each medical 

application, medically consent is the effect on the person, as near life preterm infant.  

• Each person creation is different, so, the biological rhythm is specific, so, each medical 

procedures be suitable to this creation, be in consideration of the case.  

 

14) Medical approach be according to patient, the preterm infant, their conditions, 

problems, the requirements and be under Intensive Care Unit facilities, due to the care 

and serve for their health.  

Each preterm infant has special structure, conferring to their creation, thus, the medication be 

suitable for this maturational state, so, continuous care and serve for growth, development and 

for maturation and aware of the problems, so, precautions and protecting to be overcome.  
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• Compensation mechanisms be established, so, the balancing of the tissue systems by energy 

using be covered and be adapted, so even slight evidence, it can be considered. For preterm 

babies, it is essential to be at Intensive Care, obligatory, and be taken care.  

• To be health, continuing the healthiness, must first performed the requirements, the healthy 

pregnancies, early evaluation, checkup and controlling not to be any harm, precautions and 

all considerations be before the disease confirm, as same for the preterm infants also, not to 

be born. 

• The near life preterm infants, for heathy grown, not by chance, thus, at Neonatology 

Intensive Care Units, as the tissue systems be matured and be developed, within precious 

medical consideration.  

• Living will not be without any problems, especially near life preterm infants, if not intensive 

care is not giving, nearly impossible for them to live.  

• The beginning as seeming idealistic, thus, at treatment, it can be differentiated upon the near 

life preterm infant evidences, not be at the plan.   

• The medical application just be at the near life preterm infant required, not much, not less, 

so, all the evaluations be widely evaluated before, during and after the treatment.  

• The appropriate medical application and medicine, drug, is not the fastest, be the suitable, 

tolerable and be more advanced at pathophysiology concept.  

• The patient is today, so, not be waited for the progress of medicine or treatment, be 

performed at the current facilities.  

• Not any drug is perfect, as not as complete positive or negative, so, the results be is complex, 

not be summaries as positive, negative consideration, each case be indicated with additional 

factors.  

• Medical science and civilization, one by one, as patient, be on contribution, so, each case 

be shared for scientific perception, joint academic meeting.  

• The positive results that obtained are example for taken, thus, negative ones be for escaping 

lesson. All the life period is a duration, continuing of medica education, by concerning the 

patient.  

• All the knowledge, all the consultations and other medical evaluations are just data, so, 

education is by practice, and the teacher is the patient, preterm infant.   

• The aim and method be on medical science, thus, what will be the effect is not known, be 

sure on follow up, for close monitoring.  

 

15) The similarities does not meaning as same, of the preterm infants.  

The creation and forming be like similar, thus special and specific, each patient preterm infant 

has unique features, and also medication be concerning the specifications. Near life preterm 

infants, even the gestational age and birth weight be same, the maturation differs, so, each one 

be sole one.  

• Each person has special fingerprints, as same be at the creational of the Human being, near 

life preterm infants are not matured so, intensive care is case related is essential for life.  

• Anthropological estimation, Homo sapiens, sapiens, be about form 200 thousand years 

before, nearly 60 billion people were lived, now 8 billion is living, thus all are sole and 

definite, even the fingerprints are specific, as the preterm medica application be also definite 

for medication.   

• For statistical evaluation, as a data, classification by gestational age, by birth weight, and 

such other parameter be only made by officer, thus, physician must consider each person as 

distinguished one.  
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16) Education is continuous for life long, each case, each condition and the products 

are a part of education. Positive for example, negative for avoiding and al are a lesson 

and a examination for recovering, progress and development.  

Each near life preterm infants, especially a teacher, an educator for Neonatologist, the 

physicians, who take care and serve them, as a case, as an illustration of constructive or adverse 

reflections.  

The Right of Education according to the Convention on the Rights of the Child, as; a) education 

is right progressively and on the basis of equal opportunity, b) The aiming of educations be; 

progressively on equal opportunity, personality, respect for human rights and fundamental 

freedoms, respect the parents, cultural identity, values etc., in a free society, peace, tolerance, 

respect to environment.  

The right of education; 1-The right of the child to education and with a view to achieving this 

right progressively and on the basis of equal opportunity, a) primary education compulsory and 

available free to all, b) School discipline is administered in a manner consistent with the child's 

human dignity and in conformity with the present Child Rights, c) Make higher education 

accessible to all on the basis of capacity by every appropriate means, d) Make educational and 

vocational information and guidance available and accessible to all children, e) Take measures 

to encourage regular attendance at schools and the reduction of drop-out rates. 2-Education 

must be appropriate measures to Child Rights, 3-Promote and encourage international 

cooperation in matters relating to education. 

The aiming of the Education as; the education of the child shall be directed to; a) The 

development of the child's personality, talents and mental and physical abilities to their fullest 

potential, b) The development of respect for human rights and fundamental freedoms, and for 

the principles of Human Rights, c) The development of respect for the child's parents, his or 

her own cultural identity, language and values, for the national values of the country in which 

the child is living, the country from which he or she may originate, and for civilizations different 

from his or her own, d) The preparation of the child for responsible life in a free society, in the 

spirit of understanding, peace, tolerance, equality of sexes, and friendship among all peoples, 

ethnic, national and religious groups and persons of indigenous origin, e) The development of 

respect for the natural environment. 

• The Chief Teacher of Turkey, Atatürk, indicated as; a) Education be aiming to ahead of 

current cultural status, for future, b) Educate, work for value production c) be sure and trust 

on you, for continuous working.  

• Each case is a teacher. Education be for life ling, thus you can get the information, thus 

application needs facilities, for near life preterm infants, be a a responsible physician at 

Intensive Care Unit be accomplished the education.  

• The unknown ones so enormous, so not comparable with the known ones, scientific people 

aware of this.  

• Each case, condition or occasion is a lesson, positive as an example, even negative for a 

lesson concept.  

• For new problems, as a case or a condition, problem is meaning of continuing the education, 

so, searching at the references, investigation at the learning and progress is obvious at these 

situations.  

• Education is required for continuous development and progress, be specialized and be 

widely and specific on such matters, subjects. To stay at the same place, be meaning of 

retardation.  

• To be educated, not indicated as I know, be en to new ideas, concepts and be demanding to 

be educated, to learn, fist be open to communication.  

• One of the humanity specification is to be educated, and the other one be refused the 

education, as assuming knowing it, not be refresh the knowledge and be performance.  
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• Education is a gaining process, thus, be advanced it and be an educated to others, for 

circulating it. Education must be turning loop, from generation to generation, not as a rule 

or standard knowledge, must be developed, advanced and progressive.  

• Education, at some point afterwards, education by yourself, be in progress and be in 

advance, individually, by the educator of a case, patient.  

• For progress and be advanced, learning a strict rules will not lead to differentiation and 

development and individual education conception, so, medical science education is 

meaning continuously be run at medical science with patients.  

• Education is not learning a knowledge, be on also at medical practice, not on models, as in 

children fairy tales for describing some abstract facts, thus, at medicine, the only way is 

being a physician to patients.  

• The education purpose, not giving and learning the scholastic and references, books 

information, thus each case is unique and special, so, not any standard medication, 

continually be developing, progress and for future perspective estimations be confirm.   

• From superficial perspective, not be so deeper the medical science, be basic medical 

science; as physiology, pathophysiology and other medical mechanisms be involved.  

• Indicating the knowledge, like reading a book, is nearly nonsense at medicine, thus, the case 

is not a book application, they are medical science concept, special and specific not have 

any copy or similarities.  

• Education and be gaining medica practice be before at education, thus, for near life preterm 

infants, the education be at the bedside, upon the medica application and treatment.  

• Knowledge is cumulative form, thus case is present, so, must united the past to the future, 

thus, adapted to new one.  

• If you educated a physician, later on, you might be needed, your near life preterm 

grandchildren be also a representative of medical education. So, best educational methods 

be used, primary love and be on medical ethics.  

• Social desires and common sense ve against the medical practice, so, there might be some 

conflicts. Legal consideration is clear cut, Right to Life and utmost care and serve be 

applied, any hesitations or delay be humanity crime.  

• Each case be an experience, positives be an example, negative be a lesson, therefore be 

precise evaluated by reasoning, treatment and creational state.  

• For precious and deeply discussed the preterm infants be a involvement to medical science, 

only by birth weight and gestational week not be a contribution.  

• Learning the standard and classic knowledge, leading to stay at the same place, be not 

forward, not in progress, means others go far away, they will stay at same.  

• Education is not be success at force, not any punishment be performed, just wanting and be 

in education state, and love the subject it the factors. Each person be educated according 

their desires, likes and more understandable subject. For Neonatology love of the preterm 

is essential.  

• If a physician be at medical discipline, the mind is open, so each sign be an indication of a 

science.   

• Each person a perceiving point, degree, so, consultation and instructive joint meetings, 

educational leveling and continuous be on inclination. Examination be for that scientific 

perception as each case an examination.   

• The feeding, breastfeeding and cleaning, be so important at Neonatology, especially at 

preterm infants, so, for health and continuing of to be healthy be closely corelated at such, 

care and serving.  
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• Each medical staff at the Intensive Care Unit, are individually responsible among their 

medical duty, application, so togetherness, cooperation and coordination is vital important, 

so education about communication  concept is essential.  

• A physician cannot be worked together or even be at the same team, who explained on 

science fiction, or superficial evaluation.  

• A precious stone is in nature a rock, so, who be aware of it be so important. Near life preterm 

infants are a Human being, and equal rights among the people, as indicated as retarded, 

sequel confirmation so on, the discrimination be a crime act, so be aware and away of such 

person.   

• Each sign in a nature is an indication of science, thus, the water holding be perceived by 

Archimedes, so the person, who is at the science can only be noticed. For near life preterm 

babies, the physician who has at medical science and open mind, can be observed.  

• If you learn to save a person at the sea, so, not be in habit of, what will gaining to me, thus, 

a happening be accrued, so, preterm delivery be at your future, about your grandchildren.  

• Each case, confirming the unknown one, so, more studying and approach about the subject, 

the near life preterm infants, be increased the practice and educational way.  

• In medical practice, not only as physiology, pathology, biochemistry and metabolism in 

consideration, they are inside of each other, so in a case, wide perspective at focused 

solution be performed.   

• Maturation requires some duration, so, if a medicine is benefit, this is indicating as adaptive 

of the tissue systems, so, at preterm infants, positive results be needed about 2-3 weeks 

maturation also.  

• Medical education is under some stages, even after Pediatric practice, Neonatology 

profession is afterwards, apart of them certification programs, and lifelong education is 

continues. Thus, especially each near life preterm infant is the educator of Neonatologist.  

• A miracle babies not be in consideration of medica practice, advertisement is also not ethical 

fact, all of them be an Intensive Care Unit performance, be with medical science.  

• If a physician is not be familiar with preterm infants, even near life preterm babies, will not 

a taken care of them, not be educated upon them. For example, the defecation, meaning 

gastrointestinal functioning and pleasured one, thus the smell and appearance be frightened, 

unwanted, so, the different conception, like or not desired, the consideration be leading the 

selection of the education.  

• Science, the examined, researches, and the result of cases be in cumulation within ethical 

principles, so approved some committees, not be on individual decision, individualism and 

personal concepts. Medical science has some application methods to be established. 

Physician be actively on case, patient, by application for educational status.  

• If a person have strict rules, concepts, not has an open mind, if as indicated to the preterm 

infants, died because of immaturity, not evaluated medical reasoning and grounding on 

science, has no meaning of such indications, as a philosophical notification.  

• The feelings be not from schooling, science, at some medical education, some progress, 

practice and the decisions, ideas and not abstract, real cases be leads education. To be 

educated at Neonatology, be on medical practice with near life preterm infants.  

 

17) At the Neonatology, consent is the preterm infant acceptance. For medicinal 

application and medicine, the consideration is about the case, near life preterm infant 

situations, the personal facts are the consent for the medication.  

Each person is creational body structure, tissue systems, as unique, and specific, so, medication 

will not be the only decision of physician, high probability is not satisfactory, the result from 
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the near life preterm infant be the ordered one, medication be arranged according to the case 

consequences.  

• Mother milk, one preterm infant easily tolerated and be at full nutritional state, other 

refused, distention, other be minimal intake, thus, all preterm infants specifications are the 

same. The application be more gentile and skin to skin contact and be by talking for 

toleration be increased.  

• In one case, talking of the sister be more effective at talking, thus, at pregnancy, she is the 

one to talk at the fetus. Skin to ski, at the mother breast, radio talking programs be also a 

noticeable improvement that be noticed.   

• Mostly the forced actions, before not understanding and confirming the preterm infant 

situation, be refused, thus, improvement, with gentile and caressing be gaining more benefit, 

and more tolerable from preterm infants.  

• If the science is considering them a special and specific for the creational concept, thus 

medication be adapted to a person factors.  

• Feeding by force, or dictatorial regulation in home, and motherless depression, be reduced 

the growth, so nearly the same at Neonatology Intensive Care Unit, so, communication be 

confirmed with preterm infants, holding, kangaroo position be obvious benefit effect.   

• For adults, their individual desires have let them to smoke or so on, thus, at preterm infants, 

they are sure be badly influenced, thus, the perspective be from preterm infant, not the 

grownup demands, right to life is vital important, thus physician is an advocate of them.   

• Making empathy approach to the preterm infants, not forwarding their desires, expectations, 

be act as if the preterm desires, demands, so, be notice by pain evaluating scales. 

 

18) Memory, recalling be the educated and learned, also lived facts, thus on mind b 

perceiving power. This a physician must not be trust to their memory, must look the 

references, for each case for assessment.  

Memory recalling at medicine, not be on consideration, searching the literature, up to day 

concepts, and be interrogation for using to the case, preterm infant. Thus, a Neonatologist be 

perform, different medical procedures, medication to each infant, because of their 

characteristic, not the same as his memory or proficiency. The case will be on mind, as an 

example for new approaches, by positive motivation.  

• A physician will not be quite sure about their memory, be investigation on references, and 

new concepts, at each case, focused on medical science and update applications.  

• The most important memory or a Neonatologist, be in remembrance especially the near life 

preterm infants, for new preterm babies, for evolving and progress at medicine.  

• The meaning of skill gaining, not as routine and new medication, be act on acceptable one 

to near life preterm infant.  

• The evidence obtained from the near life preterm infant is the utmost important, for the 

medication decision, not on memories, be detailed when concerning the tissue systems, and 

medical grounding and reasoning be evaluated.  

• At ach medical procedure, all, including a person is formed, under natural law and 

regulations, so, we must be a unique, thus at also at the same creation.  

• The references and artificial intelligence mostly be used; thus, each case is unique, be in 

consideration, thus, responsibility is personal.  

 

19) For taking care of the near life preterm babies, Neonatology proficiency is 

obligatory, certification is not satisfactory, thus for education, at least 3 years on 

concerning education on the preterm infants. Other, Pediatrician can be perceive, thus 

not legal rights for some medications.  
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For the evaluation, there must be know, educated person, not as a consultant, active responsible 

physician, and be a practice on preterm infants, for resuscitation, intubation. Each subject must 

be considered from expert, profession position, like Pediatric surgery, Pediatric Cardiology so 

on.  

• For caring near life preterm infants, Neonatology profession is obligatory, thus, for medical 

treatment, wise and known person, with have practice is essential, so, a legal mandatory.  

• For each near life preterm infant, each medical application is a kind of innovation, thus, 

only expert on these infants can find and perform such novelties.  

• At emergency medica approach, if not be profession, concerning to the patient, other 

medical staff be on action. For this reasoning, neonatal certification at resuscitation is 

obligatory at Pediatrics, Anesthetics and Perinatologist.  

• Only during the education of Neonatology, Pediatrician be at the Neonatology Intensive 

Care Unit, under the supervision of Neonatologist, be an academic degree to be an educator.  

• All the education will be on demand, with familiar and like, as meaning of life, to be a 

physician or medical staff, love and respect the near life preterm infant, so, it is hard and be 

intensive medica procedures and needed practice capability.  

• The innovation fa science be at some occasions be opened; thus, the person be on science 

and be at the consideration about the subject.  

• Each person be equal, thus someone wants and learn specific subjects, as Neonatologist, so, 

the other medical sciences be supported the facts, all are on the same conception of creation.  

• When some situations and conditions be hard to confirm, explain at medical practice, so, 

some people, not physician be directly at science fiction or some phantasies, so, not to be 

proving, therefore medical profession is essential for being at medica science.  

• At medicine, the education is mostly at the hardest and impossible conditions for medica 

practice, as also continues by certification at each five years.   

• Some person be worked at specific subjects, and knows so much, thus, not be given 

responsibility for practice, so, responsibility be only for the Neonatologists, for care and 

serve of near life preterm infants.   

• First at the education, the known ones be given, teaching, thus, when in Intensive Care Unit 

of Neonatology, the unknown ones so huge to learn, and attracts the physician, so, 

progression is continuous for a lifelong duration.  

• A person can be forgotten, so, teaching be continuous, new ones be refreshed the old, and 

written references be applied on the medical practice, be an expert, get a profession, so, step 

by step be more helpful at medicine. Near life preterm infants obligatory requires, if not be 

prone to death.  

• The education of Neonatology is after the Pediatrician, as at least 3 years working at 

Intensive Care Unit basically, thus, if not any intensive care facilities, then not allowed for 

the proficiency. Taken a diploma is not only by an examination, continuous evaluation at 

preterm infants, by desired and be in love and respect.  

 

20) Responsibility is individually. Each physician as a person, legally be responsible 

what they performed, aim and method is also in consideration, must clarify on medial 

science.  

The responsibility is personal aspect, thus at the Intensive Care Unit, as one for all, all for one 

concept, so, each be under supervision with others, so the core is the preterm infant. Patient be 

specially be taken in notice, physician for medical evaluation, nurse for care and medication, 

pharmacist for letting the drug to patient. If there is a harm, 3 medical staff be have common 

responsibility.  
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• Responsibility in crime is individual, personal accusation. No body be responsible from 

others. For several people be in charge of accusation as, not taken precaution and at care 

and serving, for protection of harm, each one be according their duty, for not to perform be 

accused.  

• When action on scientific findings, grounding on the creation, the naturel perspective, and 

on real and truth, with the medical facts that let the physician to perform be not at accusation. 

Physician did what the medicine gives the role.  

• When the consideration, the subject is on crime position, it will not be performed and not 

to let to do. Near life preterm infants Right to Life and be healthy and all the medical 

approach and medication be not even stopped or halted, so it is a even at Constitutional 

crime.  

• The written order from legal responsible one be performed, thus, be the physician of the 

patient, not be accused, like a nurse be applied a medicine if given at patient order. Thus, if 

it not at medical science and/or there is a harm occurred, not be applied and even not be 

forced to do. The responsibility of nurse is obvious at care and serve.  

• If there is crime consideration, reasoning is not grounded on traditions, and comparison or 

other notions. The common sense and social comments, and also some standards are not 

behave legal meaning, thus, preterm application responsibility, at medicinal to physician, at 

application nurse, at drug consideration to pharmacist.  

• The final decision be concluded on benefit and not be harmful effect, so, be medically be 

advised to give, performed. Thus some satisfactory effective and efficient medical 

procedures that will be also considered, thus for a medication at near life preterm infants be 

applied at Intensive Care Unit fo Neonatology.  

• The focus, the core is the near life preterm infant, for all the medical staff, medical 

applications be done according to medical science, evaluation with the infant conditions, 

the disease, clinical concept, thus, decision be always performed, by follow-up.  

• The decision is widely be performed and each verdict be an innovative aspect, because the 

near life preterm infant is differs, so, if required a special and not be routine performed 

medication be given, by medical science grounding.  

• Consultants only give expert opinion and not directly be responsible at medical practice, 

thus, responsibility of given the information on medical science.  

• The result cannot be known, or not be any estimations at medicine, especially at near life 

preterm babies, maximum effort be performed for their Right to Life and utmost care and 

serve be done, if not, it is a crime.  

 

21) Decision making for the near life preterm infants be hard to confirm, special and 

appropriate, with medical logical scientific concept be essential, thus, be clarified from 

the case, or may change the decision.  

For decision construction, two methods be integrated, thus they are, 1) Ethical standpoint; a) 

primum non nocere, considering the preterm infant reaction, b) empathy, if I am an infant, what 

will be my desire, according their physiological demands, c) What is right and true, what will 

I do is the questions, for continuous thinking and interrogative to the knowledge, data, The 

second method is (2) scientific standpoint; a) Knowledge, near life preterm infant references, 

according to gestational age, new medical approach, procedures, the reactions of the 

medication, so on, b) The individual consent, near life preterm infant family can only be 

informed, right to life not required consent, thus, be follow-up the infant, is a kind of consent, 

c) Innovation; each decision is a kind of innovative concept, case related special aspect. In a 

summary, decision and considering the evidences be with care and special attention.   
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• For medica decision confirmation, you must be concern about medical science, thus two 

plus two is not confirming fur, deviations so much, especially at near life preterm infants, 

so widely fluctuations be noticed.  

• Medical science information be from references, ethical principles about concerning ethical 

Declaration conducts, be taken as an review.  

• Each verdict is case related and dependent at the condition, problem, so each one be an 

innovative conclusion.  

• When there is not exact decision for the treatment, being on balancing the tissue systems, 

supporting the physiology and protecting from pathophysiology be essential to perform.  

• Several people has some advices, thus, they have no obligations and responsibility, so, even 

a near life preterm infant, originated form internet search, even illegal medication and 

approach, but a physician not be in consideration, because it is a crime, not performed, futile 

and/or harm applications.  

• Just an evidence be an important clue for the near life preterm infant, so, medical application 

be early performed. When noticed the compliance is diminished, so, be on for correction, 

giving medication be better to change the oxygen and pressure values.  

• At the book, reference, the knowledge is just a writing, thus, the application be performed 

by a physician, the responsible one, concerning the preterm infant.  

• When evaluating a evidence, result, so, the creation be binding together, tissue system 

evaluation widely be done, from different perspectives, or y follow-up, new results be 

helping to analyze it.  

• When be on top decision making, consultation and medical approach be getting the true 

knowledge and information, with the near life preterm infant results, be more contributing 

to a physician.  

 

22) Justice is not Meaning of common sense, liberties, equality and Brotherhood, with 

primer civil liberties. Thus, Establishing of the right to life to near life preterm infants, 

not only a medical ethical principle, a legitimate act.  

Human Rights, Convention on the Rights of the Child, and Constitutional Law and all the Law 

concepts, people is free, and honored, and be at humanistic perspectives as natural privileges 

after birth. For each person, the heath and healthy status be by Right to Life, protection from 

diseases, care and serving the healthiness as first aim to perform. To establish the act, with care 

and attentive, not be neglected, even not confirm error, under medicine, be right for everyone, 

thus, euthanasia is a crime.  

• The individual rights main considerations are independence, civil liberties, equality, and be 

at brotherhood, as a legal configuration.  

• The civil liberties, individual rights, be serve and protect form governmental and other 

institutes, so on, not the common, individual rights are primum.  

• The restrictions and forbidden facts be only at written law, not direct indicating ones, be 

restricted from individual rights and liberties, not be at crime.  

• The medical staff, all their effort be originated rom mind and heart, conscience. A physician 

must be on an individual health situation, by medical science methods, personally be 

evaluated and the evidences be individual attitude and ethics integrity from decision, as at 

the team, a leader and first-degree assignment.  

• The law also be appealed to take consideration after death, the actions and the conditions 

be evaluated from medical science. Each case, especially near life preterm infants be 

medically investigated even after discharged or be death. Clinicopathological conferences 

and mortality meetings are obviously have great contribution to medicine and also at the 

education.  
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23) Physician, medical staff, are at humanity, at ethical principles, form individual 

Human Rights, care and serve, also at advocate of the person.  

Physicians are advocator of the individual, under the humanity perspective, for caring and 

establishing the health, not form common sense, thus at civil liberties, right to life at utmost 

important. Neonatologist be especially near life preterm infants, life and caring of right to life, 

their personality and honored perspectives under ethical responsibility also. At the Turkish 

Penalty Code, the reasoning of the Law, as; the civil rights and freedom, saving the health and 

protected from making crime, even any distinguished harm condition, be noticed the legal ones.  

• In addition of health of a person, the physician prime duty is their life, life period, the 

personality and as a human being respect them. From this perspective, social and legally 

supported and guiding, giving information, thus consent to themselves. At the preterm 

infants, this information to family, not required the consent, at the right to life, no consent 

is required.  

• Believing and trust to the Intensive Care Unit, are the basic confidence, so the advocators 

are the medical staffs, so as legal indications.  

• For the near life preterm infants, the Right to life; living perspective, growth and 

development, flowing them, more precious also, so, physicians be also an supporter of the 

life period.   

• The family be pray for the near life preterm infant for to be healthiness, thus, physician 

medically has some application, medication, doctors, from aspect of science, by working, 

try to perform values, not on miracles. Primarily the families, not be exactly understand the 

medical staff indications between them, thought as a praying.   

• Punishment according to crime, people will be improved by civilization discipline. Scientist 

be grounded and be reasoned on creation natural rules, at medicine, when legal 

interrogation, the physician be giving to the court, the progress, daily taken, and the 

reasoning facts of the medication, just information, what is done, and not even be a 

prosecution.  

 

24) From ethical fundamentals, hope, positive expectation, medical treatment and 

applications aiming is for healthy, not confirming any harm, so the process be leading 

to optimism.  

A physician, a Neonatologist, gives information to the families of the near life preterm infant, 

thus, hope is not meaning to give guaranties for healthy or will be treated, just being care and 

support concept. According the Ethical Principle, not to be immoral, depraved effect of them, 

if not be going to worse, the medical applications and the procedures of diagnosis briefly be 

explained, thus, some immoral ones be covered, not be hiding the optimism, and causing 

desperate effect.   

• Due to the creation, each species looks like themselves, as Homo sapiens, sapiens, we are 

similar, thus, individually specific and sole, unique and personality, according to our 

characters. Thus for medical procedures, this attention must be consider and like a tailoring, 

specific dress be sewing, thus by their consent.  

• The creation concept, the life period, with birth and death is considered, thus, medica staff 

like contrary of passing, to challenge death.  

• The main duty of a medical staff is for healthy, thus, for establishing healthy condition, the 

life, Right to Life and personality by utmost respect but, not giving any warranties.  

• For medical applications, the doctor, first be noticed the healthy condition, by medical 

science evidence, the aspects of it, by special, case related facts, for healthy status, and being 
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protect form problems even diseases, and be treated if required. The current status is 

guiding, thus, for future is not known, how about care an serve the healthy status.  

 

25) For each medical applications and procedures has a grounding and reasoning of 

medical science, and for decision making judgement, be the aiming and follow-up be 

also at the scientific concepts.  

The judge for decision making to reach a verdict, from Turkish Penalty Code, 61. Article be 

taken for discussion as: 1) The evidence be concrete, be proved by objective signs, 2) The 

application of the medication, 3) The drugs or machines that are using for, 4) The place where 

the treatment performed, intensive care facilities, certification, 5) For near life preterm infant 

health, the medical application is to be in life or death concept, 6) from protection of harm, and 

problems, precautions and care and serve, and safeguards, protections and with continuous 

follow-up, 7) Medical science grounding and reasoning of the procedures, and results that 

obtained, 8) the aiming and method of the medical staff; “for the health, life and personality 

utmost respect and care whether be performed”, 9) the gestational status, delivery, and after 

birth periods, progress, clinical notes, discussion, at the moment written one.  

Physician has medica responsibility, Neonatologist be at near life preterm infant obligation, 

nurse for care and serve, also medication given, pharmacist for letting to giving the drug, 

medicine, all be together, simultaneously accountable, not be united. All the member of 

Intensive Care be obligatory share the responsibility, so, if any harm expectations, by law be 

stopped and informed it.   

• Knowledge is important for remembrance, thus, thinking, mind can be subjected to the 

information, about the complex memory and logic evaluation, the conditions, the cases and 

the valuation. Decision at all concepts be at free verdict be done, to be in action.  

• When mid can configurate a circle will not be fit to a triangle, thus for others, by several 

attempts, thus, therefore a human be quite special about at the decision.  

• Dreams are a mindful tales, thus as in reality, it is also in consideration of phantasies, not 

as real one.  

• When a person, a physician using their mind, easily be differentiated from the science 

fiction at science, thus, one is on reality other on phantasies.  

• The evidence is just an information, thus be in thought of, the meaning, the indication and 

the position at tissue system, so, be in scientific reasoning and grounding of the result.  

• When a person is strict rules, afraid to be outside, and not to be in decision of other 

perspective, so be on the same line, thus dismissed the other decision. This person cannot 

be a physician, of course.  

• Before forming pathology, there must be some prediction signals, cellular, tissue problems 

be first to be noticed, and before the disease, problem be perceived, with medical scientific 

follow-up.  

• For understanding a case, at early stage, without any disease be established, specialization 

is essential and satisfactory practices, working at Neonatal Intensive Care be obligatory, as 

near life preterm infants be treated.  

• For kidney function not a single parameter be for verdict, several connection each other, by 

follow up the given and taken fluids, and with together specification be in connection, a be 

supported and be calculating with each other.  

• For continuous follow-up approach, surveying, care and serve, not established from 

physician or nurse, from the patient, preterm infant condition, urgent, moderate of rooming 

in.  

• For discussion as, the near life preterm infant cannot take the mother milk, because infant 

is full, is not be as a conclusion of a Neonatologist.  
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• Ethical principles, what is the true, and ought to do concept, so the interrogation be 

originated from mind, grounding on medical science for the case, preterm infant.  

• The future is not known, what it will be, so, estimations be on positive on health and be 

supported, protected the physiology, and aware of pathophysiology, with active, not by 

thoughts, so, also not b at dreams and phantasies, evidenced be proved on science.  

 

26) Consultation, an advice of an expert, profession about the case and problem, at 

near life preterm infants, they must be medially considering and be treated them, 

effective and efficiently be in medical practice, thus the physician of the case is the 

primary responsible one.  

The medical doctors, when as a consultative aspect, written the thoughts, and if not seen 

appropriate, indicated them, not be effective at the treatment, thus, at the Neonatology Intensive 

Care Unit, Neonatologist for near life preterm infants, as a profession is the only one for the 

responsibility. For consultation responsibility, be at legal perspectives, with medical science 

and ethical principles, if required, taken the responsibility and be a responsible physician.  

• The advices be on medical science and evidence-based evaluations, not be nonsense and 

the crime concepts be discussed.  

• First be the response be undertaken from the case medication, at the near life preterm 

infants, the given drug or approaches be considered as positive or negative from anticipated 

targeting.  

• When considering a medical procedure or medication, the medical data, mostly be recent 

new references be evaluated, and the effects as; side, advers and pharmacological reactions, 

but, the conclusion from the patient. Especially near life preterm infants, it must be 

evidence-based assessment, appropriate to physiological assessments.  

• For oxygenation for preterm infants, giving oxygen, is not meaning to recover, they will be 

at erroneous estimation, first be noticed the pathophysiology of the infant, and medication 

be conferring to the notion.  

• Each evidence form the near life preterm infant, be a clue to medical application, 

medication, open and clear decision, first be noticed the condition, the state of the infant, 

and be formed as a question and the problem be as pathophysiological confirmed.  

• If it is hard to confirm the problem, from pathophysiological background, be take 

consultation, if not even perceive, send to an expert, to a Neonatologist, to Intensive Care 

Unit, thus the physician be at caring, responsible for them.  

 

27) Near life preterm infants be protected and be served, before the problem 

encountered, even the treatment is hard to do, and so, the best medical attitude be 

from pregnancy, before birth, the balancing and be establishing the physiology and be 

continuing, thus, endangered from pathophysiological situations.  

The meaning of protection and conscious of the harm, for getting safety measures, safeguard 

and precautions, before the problem develops, occurred. At Medicine, the first concept, being 

healthy, maintaining the health status, care and serve, during life period follow-up, checkup 

measures, before the problem established and early diagnosis, thus at last, treatment, as then, 

can be established when unsuccessful, before the primary application.  

• For the healthy approach, saving and serving of health, to be healthy is the aim, before the 

disease is endorsed, checkup, early diagnosis and first step treatment be at the first step, 

even at near life preterm infants.  

• The reasoning for why the near life preterm infant is born, why the disease be confronted, 

whether physiology be satisfactorily performed, and so on, for not to be appeared again. 

Disease meaning not a decent approach to the health, so, first the precautions be evaluated.  
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• For not be established near life preterm infants, pregnancy care and determining the fetus 

development is the prime one. Each pathological condition be evaluated for the reasoning. 

For example, from protection of Necrotizan Enterocolitis, natural flora, whether created or 

not, at iron deficient anemia, whether giving essential iron, so on. If not taken precautions, 

this will be noticed as crime, attended to perform.  

• Each near life preterm infant biological structure is special and unique, so, the medical 

approach is case related an innovation. First noticed their physiological status for protection 

and be ongoing to perform, not maturated, so, letting to mature, growth and development 

be allowed. Special case related medical approach is vital essential.  

• Neonatology profession physicians, main sense of duty is establishing the physiology and 

be balancing the tissue system, metabolism, growth and development, thus more than a 

duty, it is their reasoning of live.  

• The immune system and defense mechanisms is very low at preterm infants, so, beyond 

sterility natural flora and protective considerations be established and be taken in notice.  

• Even for near life preterm infants, mother milk is ideal nutrition, so, for satisfactory intake, 

first opening the oral passage, feeding attempt, minimal nourishing, and later on, full 

nutrition be for medical concern,  

• As an idiom, “the happening is what we afraid of”. This fact is for every undesirable 

situations be in consideration, so precautions and presenting form occurring and early 

diagnosis is vital important. For preterm neuropathy continuous checkup, without any 

indications be essential.   

 

28) Medicine is a teamwork. Especially at the Intensive Care Unit of Neonatology, 

mostly near life preterm infants, for healthiness, certified, educated medical team is 

obligatory.  

At Intensive Care Unit, the teamwork is most definite act, all of them has special medical duty, 

for their responsibility, at the same standpoint, like spider web liability; the core is the preterm 

infant, physician as medical perspective, nurse for care and serve, pharmacist for medication 

and drug agreed. Constitutional Law, Article 137, indicates not any harm effect order be 

accepted.  

• For experiment, nothing be done to a Human being, whatever the reason, even no medical 

application, including surgery procedures can be done, and other physical and biological 

materials be given, not be any testing subject of a person. Medical studies be only performed 

after several Phase concepts (Phase IIIb), thus with informed consent taken.  

• The medical relation is like an agreement, not between two-person contract, with all the 

medical staff, that concerns the person, as a medical concept. If not any communication and 

relation, not taken the medication, not performing the advices, it is a meaningless 

agreement.  

• According to Turkish Ethical consideration: when the classical methods are not effective 

by clinical and laboratory evidences, thus, before scientific reasoning and grounding some 

beneficial and known medical concepts, be applied, thus follow-up and right to life be 

acceptable under consideration. Especially the near life preterm infants, not any harm 

effects causing ones be used, thus, the life, physiology supporting can be applied.  

• Humanity, with right to life for being, under individuality and honored concepts, be basic 

consideration of a person, thus, without such concepts, not be acceptable and not being a 

member of a medica team, must be dismissed if any behavior, attitudes.  

• All the functions concerning humanity, including a persona realities, essential and important 

for healthiness, even from medical advice, and living statement, it is predisposed to leading. 

When concerning life, health affairs be include as medical notion.  
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• For medical care of the near life preterm infants, Neonatology Intensive Care Unit is vital 

important, not any chance for life, thus miracles be required, such be only at dreams.  

• All the medical members at Intensive Care Unit of Neonatology, be simultaneously 

responsible, at their duty of function. They cannot ve performed even an order for the harm 

probability acts, as they are independent, so, no order be considered.  

• Some epical believes at social traditions be noticed, especially at the near life preterm 

infant’s families, thus, evaluation be under scientific concepts, even plasebo effect can be 

seen, but indicated as palliative.  

• At Neonatology Intensive Care Unit, each member are free and special, thus be directly 

responsible about their duty, as; a) Medical approach, b) Medica care and serve, c) 

Medication and treatment, medical procedures, d) family and mother, for breastfeeding and 

etc., e) cleaning, equipment working and so on. This is like a spider web relation, care as at 

the middle of the web, the second line be consultants, Pediatric Surgery and other 

specialties, including the medical technicians.  

• The case is the core, thus, cooperation and coordination together with simultaneously and 

same medical act is obvious. Different concepts, thought is obvious, not be according to 

harm and Right to Life, the near life preterm infant be protected and be saved, so, not any 

section be considered, the infant evidence is evaluated. The common consideration be at 

medical science.  

 

29) Near life preterm infants physiological and metabolic conditions varies so much, 

so continuous, as intensive care is vital important and essential for life.  

The medical staff must be taken consideration from preterm infants, that they preform 

medication. Even at healthy, continuous follow-up is important for protection to be noticed 

problems, even might be an indication of early disease.  

• When you are giving a medication, your aim and method is clear, thus, not sure what will 

be, so no one knows the future, so, continuous medical observation is mandatory.  

• Near life preterm infants, because of the labile tissue systems, so, balancing of all the 

systems is essential, for the evaluation of multiple parameters. 

• For the evaluation, the medical staff, be understanding, perceiving and aware of the 

evidences, signs, so be a profession about near life preterm infants, so medication be 

utilized.  

• Continuous observation, and follow-up, by understanding the near life preterm infant also, 

perceiving, tolerating, not be at force and oppression concept.   

• The diagnosis of the problem for confirming a disease is in the past medical act, today is 

being in healthy and save and protect it, prevention, inhibition and overcome the problems, 

not to leading diseases, being the goal in medicine.  

• Observation in medicine, for a cause of the medication, consequence of the drug, so, 

according to the case and the medical science concerning about it.  

• All the medication given one be a medical staff and also be in medical science. If 

consideration be on scientific fiction, different evaluation among the science, like fantasies, 

so, meaning not in medicine, and be dismissed from the medical team.   

• If it is hard to confirm and explain the medical reasoning and grounding, so, form different 

aspect it can be evaluated, so, all be joining at the tissue systems, so science of creation is 

same, just consideration from different perspectives.  

• The medical science is not direct and exact confirmation, some physio-pathological 

situations counter results be confirmed, against the knowledge-based information, so being 

aware is a habit of a physician.   
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• The first encountered result and later the confronted factors be differentiated, deviated, so, 

medication be on side, advers or more advance reactions be notice, so, be careful and 

continuing the observation after the treatment.  

• Evidence-based medicine concept, when a different medication aspect is required and 

preformed, the conclusion about the first and last medical effort be needed to compare.  

• Observation must be suitable about the pharmaceutical evaluation of the medicine, so, 

objective standpoint at the subjective preterm infant.  

 

30) Crime is obvious actions, behaviour and be as written in law concept under articles.  

Crime is so clear, known acts, or conducts, not to be required notification as crime, especially 

causing harm and damage, oppression and forceful act, obvious not any debate about it. Crime 

is, evidence-based reality action, traditions, and no doubt, not evaluative and closed to 

discussion as written at law. For near life preterm infants, clear and following facts, not done 

the required medication, without attention and careless habits, neglecting, erroring or intended 

to do harm. Forceful actions are not also in consideration at the medica approaches.  

• Prohibition be only given by law. Warnings are a kind of information, advice, forbidden is 

thus, not considering the civil, individual rights. The requirements, the needed medical 

applications be engaged, even from near life preterm infants, by following consequences, 

be ending or changing or continuing the medication. Forbidden, warning ones be indicative, 

informative given, a precaution not to be causing harm, thus arrangements not be at 

forbidden concept, if not be causing harm, as indicated at Turkish Marketing Law.  

• For protection arrangements, physicians not causing harm, needed medication and 

protecting factors, after the laboratory investigation, clinical situations and follow-up 

procedures, is important. The astonishing and afraid of circumstances, under indicating as 

if a science, thus science fiction, by brain washing, and forcing a specific, for leading to an 

inhuman purpose. Basically, giving advices, warnings under information, consultation, 

enlightening, indicating the risks, not any force or obligations, just for their consent. Crime 

is known, so not to be mentioned, thus the law and legal aspects be indicating. No one has 

right to be frightened, just giving information, so on.  

• Oppression and cruelty, using force is not acceptable, even at the medical practice, at the 

intensive care, at emergency status, because of life support. Thus, for feeding an preterm 

infant, tolerated amount and method be used, not by force.  

• Even giving a medication, after the evaluation of each parameters, such a slight harm, to 

the kidney early encountered, be required to change, so overcome to make harm the kidney.  

• At the court, each medical applications be evaluated upon the requirement factors, if not on 

medical science and evidence-based, the refereeing is obvious, inevitable.  

• Each medical item be on written document, afterwards not be any even minor changes, and 

the discussions be not neglected, so, even written afterwards are be an accusation at law.  

• At medical applications the forbidden is meaning, for the harm and cruelty act, not as 

abstract concept, must be on medical science and not to be done can be listed.  

• Medical science cannot be inhuman. Some decisions as constructed on science, and later 

the application be inhuman, so the explanation cannot be acceptable.  

• Each case is different, unique and sole, so, a rule will not be used to others, especially at 

near life preterm infants, not a concept as fit the rules.  

• When some groundings on traditions, common sense and some commissions and institutes 

decision, if be a harm effect, not be acceptable, the responsible one is the physician of the 

patient, who performed it.  

• When approaching unmedical perspectives, some other reasonings be, like advertisement, 

be more reputation gaining, so, all of them are unethical and not be acceptable in medicine.  
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• When a physician making an accusation, thus, the person who is not taking consideration 

of the warnings, not be careful and delayed the medication, after the harm is encountered, 

be a charge state, but at legal confrontation, directly they are accused to make crime.  

• At the Turkish Criminal Law, especially medical staff, when noticed or suspected any harm, 

or even a prediction, directly be noticed to legal contemplations, and be on legal admission. 

There is not an obvious harm, any prediction be satisfactory to informed.  

• Each evidence, findings and medical parameters be noted, continuously, at the Intensive 

Care Unit, thus, the evaluation be at righteous at the same time, if be late then considering 

as crime of neglections.  

• After the recording and be aware of the result, the physician, away of medical science 

evaluation, diverse of preterm infant benefit, even perception of them will not have place at 

the Intensive Care Unit. Like, the Na value of the Spinal Fluid will not be mixed with the 

plasma Na, so, if you diverse, not place as a physician, medical doctor.  

• If intended to wrong evaluation, meaning a liar, for covering the liar, must continue about 

this habit, so, the crime must clear and be dismissed. Therefore any estimation being harm 

is the reasoning to legal admission.  

• When administration of a drug, even side effects, not accepted the signal, assuming as 

impossible, not be acceptable physician act, leading to life danger situation. At the Neonatal 

Intensive Care Unit, during the asphyxia case, for overcome the hypoxia, increasing the 

oxygen concentration lead to more cyanotic, so to overcome, complex medical procedure 

be essential, thus, a physician mostly be encountered and solved.  

• Consultation is what is expected form a medical doctor, such, not direct responsible for 

medical care of the case. If not be on medical logic, and be constructed on other perspective, 

not being unresponsive, thus accountability on consultation.  

 

31) Each medical staff must be prepared not to be encountered complications.  

At each medical procedures, all the precautions, protections, safeguards, warnings and utmost 

care and special care is obligatory performed, thus, when estimation of complication, all the 

medical treatment facilities be under educational and certification programs. To overcome the 

complication, therefore Intensive Care Unit facilities is done. When complication is occur, if 

all the precaution be taken, not be on legal concept, thus, happening to overcome and be 

treatment and balancing the physiology be done.  

• When a medical staff is administration of a medicine, be ready to overcome the expected 

problems. Such, allergic reactions, not to give the drug, first taken a history, wait after the 

needle is in, later slowly injected, the drugs for allergy and new syringe be ready, nearby, 

thus, after the dose, at least wait 15 minutes together with,  controlling the case.  

• In case of emergency at medical practice, the available material be used according to 

medicine. For example, at the situation of bleeding, the handkerchief from a doctor, be 

suitable one, thus first search the suitable one.  

• For each medical approach, to be healthy, the adverse, the side and other effects be 

estimated, before giving the drug, so, care, precautions and special serving, administration 

and for complication, what will be done be in for planning.  

• The education at medical practice, certification and other methods be for the most worse 

conditional state, as at emergency, not depending on the profession, each physician be know 

what to do.  

 

32) At the science, statistic, a person is a number, not on individual interaction, if 

happened it is hundred percent. Humanity considering a person, as individuality, and 

a Human being, not as numbers, the outcome cannot be known, just be estimated.  
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Foresight and estimation is for aiming at medicine; thus the physiological interaction is under 

consideration, the perspectives for desires, and the response of the preterm infant is evaluated 

for medical approach. Result is not known, therefore not be on warranties, not known the reality 

before.  

For scientific researches, under statistical evidences; 1) Group A: about 95% probability is high, 

means perform at first, 2) Group B: about 85% possibility, order as can be tried, 3) Group C: 

case report series, not be quite sure, be positive or negative, take care and observe, 4) Group D: 

single case report, be prepare for changing, 5) Group E: Neonatologist expert opinion, as at 

Perinatology Joint meeting, and 6) For medical Research, Ethical provision, committee report.  

• The future, what will be as a result is not known, so, follow up, continuous evaluation is 

essential, thus, each case is unique, near life preterm infants be as special and not be 

stabilized the tissue systems,  

• Medical procedures and medication is not meanings as statistically be positive in every 

manner, not any warranties, side effects, advers effects, counter effects be a predictable in 

medicine.  

• The death of preterm infants be also a great contribution to medica knowledge, mortality 

joint meaning, Perinatology and other conference with discussion and evaluations be very 

important.  

• To be considered as beneficial, not only animal studies is satisfactory, each Phase (I; II; III 

and IV) steps be performed. Biological complex interaction is basic notifying, thus, each 

case is unique and special, not be the same.  

• Some drugs are not given from registered reasoning, thus for the benefit at the near life 

preterm infant. For reducing the resistance and vasodilatation performed sinagist is the one 

mostly we have been given as an example of this case the sildenafil.  

• Some institutions be for income, and gaining, thus anti-monopoly be active at the medicine.  

• The food supplements also at near life preterm infants may have benefit or harm, so, be 

detailed analyses at the case be investigated, and if helpful, only be advised by physician.  

• Near life preterm infants required high dose electrolytes and calorie, not be forceful, if 

tolerated by oral, later the resume by intravenously.  

• If they asked me about the medication, first I asked whether search at references, and later 

be the decision, the grounding and reasoning factors, and later on, before the verdict, later 

on be considering the patient and the medication, mostly first from side effects, later the 

outcome.  

• The medical procedures be in selection from medical perspective, for exchange transfusion, 

the blood will not be form near relatives, so be immune tolerance risk be confirmed.  

• Some familiar reasoning might be harmful. The toys from families to hang at the incubator 

of near life preterm infant be dangerous, so sterilized and then be put if it can perform.  

• For protection from infection, be sterile, thus, for normal flora some microbiomes is 

necessary, careful selection and dosing is the fact to be medically considered.  

• Some points be aware and restricted before, thus, understanding the pathophysiology, it is 

now recommended. Oral rehydration, before not given oral, reasoning for increasing 

diarrhea, even near life preterm infant, oral rehydration with protein content, be advised.  

• For oral hydration and intake, you can force a newborn, thus, may be esophageal-tracheal 

atresia be noticed.  

• The near life preterm infants water and electrolyte system is so high, the tissue like watery 

balloon, if like a children or adult touching feeling, it is so dehydrated and the cellular 

functions are not at active.   
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• In old times, for reducing the passing out, oral hydration is stopped, so, today oral 

rehydration is essential and primary role, so once forbidden today is preference, so be in 

Neonatology at the new concepts.  

• There is no place at Neonatology the experiment. Research on medical science, especially 

at physiology, metabolism and like such perspective, balancing be noticed, by ethical 

commission approved.  

• Medical functioning in hospital, as mostly as medical, form physicians indicated, thus, it is 

a teamwork, so not be from one-person action.  

• There is no chance or coincidence in medicine, the positive effect be especially near life 

preterm infant, be sure on medical science.  

• For positive and immediate action be needed at preterm infants, thus the evaluation be 

widely discussed, and detailed evaluation, so, be aware and perceiving be facts.  

 

33) The main development at the civilization, the differentiation, the changing at 

progress, evaluative is desired, technological development especially to the critical 

care preterm infants, is the perspective findings.  

Each newborn infant, not regulated from mother and father’s gene, differentiation is obvious, 

not as positive, negative be also noticed. Genetical prediction is not projected, continuous 

evaluation, the variation and altering be as a reality be expected.  

• Creation is continuous differentiation process. For positive, growth, development and 

healthy status, medical care and serve is apparent.  

• Even the newborn infant taken the genes, thus, according to creation, the infant be a new 

person, even at genetical standpoint.  

• Genes are for progression of the human being, thus, for several reasoning, the expected 

reaction, function or even contrary role be as a actuality of medical reality.  

• Each person is similar to other person, thus not the same, the new generation, the now future 

generations, by physiological and metabolisms be special and sole as a new person.  

• Medical science, for each case, especially to the near life preterm infants, continuous 

progress, evaluation, valuation, by follow up measure, the beneficence ratio be increased, 

as a purpose.  

• Each person, during their life, several problems be expected to confirm, thus, at preterm 

infants, the problems are on vital status, as a creation, important for their life, to be for 

healthy new generation.  

• Each case is a perspective of medical science, near life preterm infants, not a data, they are 

an example of a knowledge for future for new perspective representative.  

 


